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$3.6m recommended for energy conservation
By Kevin Sullivan
An appropriation of $5,344,000
in state capital funds for '"energy
conservation improvements" at
UNH, Plymouth State College,
and Keene State College has been
recommended by the House Public
Works Committee.
Of this money, which still must
be approved by the House
Appropriations Committee, UNH
would receive $3,6000,000,
Plymouth $1,082,000, and Keene
$662,000.
There would be two basic uses of
the money at UNH. $65,000 would
be used to make a design study for
an addition to Barton Hall. But the
bulk of the funds would be used to
continue the Thermal Distribution
Project which has been under way
since 1979.
This project, often called the
"Vanderweil Project" after the
R.G. Vanderweil Co. of Boston
who designed the plan, is a major
overhaul of the heating system on
campus.
The energy appropriation was
the only one which was approved
by the House Public Works
Committee. The University system
was denied several others. A $2
million request for the replacement
of Hood House was rejected, as
were a $2.4 million request for an
addition to the Field House to add
space to comply with Title IX
requirements, and a $6.25 million
request for a new residence hall. A
$3.7 million request for
construction to make buildings all
over the university system more
accessible to handicapped persons
was also rejected by the
Committee.
The above requests would be
presumably taken from state
funds. The funding of the energy
conservation project will come
from capital funds, which the
university hopes to recover
through the money saved in the
energy conservation.

Patrick Miller, Campus Energy
Director, who presented the
request to the Public Works
Committee for the university on
March 27, said the function of the

project is to change the buildings
on campus from stram heat-to hot
water heat.
"The system of heat distribution
on campus grew up historically
with the University," Miller said.
"And what we ended up with as we
added on to the existing system
was a system that was wasteful and
redundant. We have steam and hot
water pipes running parallel and
wasting energy."
Miller said most of the buildings
on campus are heated by a
combination of steam and hot
water. By switching all the
buildings to hot water only, the
transition would be mor~ efficient
and economical than keeping the
steam system.

would be only minimal digging in
the area since there is a tunnel
containing the pipes under Main
Street in which the work could be
done.
Eventually, Miller said, when all
three phases are completed around
1985, a new "loop" system will
have been built around the
perimeter of the campus. This loop

would carry th·e hot water needed
to heat buildings. Each building
will be able to tap into the system
independently, keeping waste at a
minimal and temperatures
consistent, Miller said.
Some steam lines will be kept
and improved. These will carry
"process steam," to be used for
various functions in the dining

A bizarre theory on JFK

The Thermal Distribution
Project has been divided up into
three phases. Phase One was
completed last September after
two years and a cost of $I.,
million. It involved changes in the
system of pipes and building
heating systems in the area of
McConnell, Horton, Parsons, and
Paul Creative Arts.

David Lifton tells his theory on the assassination of John F.
. Kennedy to an interested audience in ~he Granite State Room of the
MUB Wednesday night. (Henri Barber photo)

Report pinpoints library weaknesses
By Jackie MacMullan
The Dimond Library and its
branches have seating that can
accomodate just 12 percent of the
student body and has stacks for
books that are more than 80
percent full, according to a space
study done by a New York library

Football starts tomorrow
Page 23.

consulting firm.
Aaron Cohen & Associates,
hired by the UNH librarians to
review the condition of the library,
concluded that "it is essential that
short-range planning be
implemented immediately" in the
library.
The report estimated- the cost of
a short-range plan involving the
rearranging and renovation of
each floor of the library at
$800,000. A long-range plan,
which would include an expansion
of the library building, would cost
approximately $8.5 million.
Aaron Cohen's study was
presented to the Academic Senate
last week for review. Though the
Library Committee has also
received copies, they have not met
yet to discuss the results of the
·
report.
"We received it (the study) last
week," said Dr. John Rouman,
associate professor of classics and
chairman of the Library
Committee. "We thought it
important enough to send to the
University senators. We really
haven't had a good chance to look
at it."
Besides calling for renovation
and expansion of the library, the
report also stated the fact that
"stacks are more than 80% of

"It's been a lean, lean year in
New Hampshire," Miller said.
"But if we get these funds, we11
have a much more effective system
and much better control of our
heating distribution.••

Lifton claims body altered

, "Many of the buildings on
campus have a system of radiators
which use hot water, and a system
of vents that use steam," Miller
said. "To switch over to entirely
hot water heating, we don't have to
· touch the radiators, and we simply
have to install new heat
exchangers, something like a huge
car radiator, at the front end of the
ventilator system."

The $3.6 million which would be
received from the current
appropriation would be used for
Phase Two, which would also take
two full years to complete. Phase
Two would make similar
adjustments to the core campus
area, from Thompson Hall to
James Hall, and would install new
hot water pipes running under
Main Street. Miller said there

halls and the MUB cafeteria.
"Process steam" is any steam used
for purposes other than heating,
such as cooking.

capacity. For all practical
purposes, the stacks are full; there
must be space to allow for easy
access and reshelving."
Aaron Cohen & Associates
offered several recommendations
to help alleviate the problems the
Dimond library is facing.
One recommendation the report
made to help create more space
was the renovation and redesign of
teh four floors in such a way that
nearly 3938 extra square feet
would be available, which would in
turn provide 157 .5 additional
seats. The cost of the project was
listed at $59,062.50 ($376 per seat).
The firm pointed out in the report
that new construction would cost
$2500 per seat.
Compact shelving was suggested
for two separate floors in the
report. Under the proposed plan,
Floor C would be able to shelve an
additional 100,000 volumes at a
cost in the range of $332,000. A
similar concept on Floor 3 would
provide space for an additional
79,000 volumes with a bill of
$371,074. This price includes the
reinforcement of the flooring. ·
Other recommendations
included opening up the window
area on Floors A and B for
additional study space. The
renovations would include

removing old walls and adding
new walls in a different set-up. This
would help to get additional
seating next to the windows and
would improve the overall
atmosphere of the building.
The report cited the need for the
merger of the four branch
libr.aries--Kingsbury, Parsons,
DeMeritt and Kendall-into a new
science and research center.
"The combining of all our
libraries would ailow for shared
resources-, more effective use of
staff and an increase in staff
productivity," the report stated.
The new science research plan is
included in the $18.2 million
Capital Funds Drive. The drive,
part of the Campaign for
Distinction, has estimated the cost
of the research center at $4 million.
problems
The library's
concerning its lack of space have
been steadily increasing
throughout the academic year. In
the January 30 edition of The New
Hampshire, the Senate Library
Council termed the library as being
in a "state of crisis".
Head librarian Donald Vincent
commented in the same article that
the institution was "just barely
staying within the inflation level."
It was based- on these findings
LIBRARY, page 7

By Kathi .Scrizzi
Speculation and unanswered
questions have always surrounded
the November 1963 assassination
of President John F. Kennedy. But
author David S. Lifton 's opinion is
the most bizzare: "The
fundamental issue is not who put
bullets into Kennedy's body, but
who took them out.".
"In the '60's, the conspiracy
theory had to do with a second
person involved in the shooting,"
Lifton said. "I think whether the
body was in the same condition at
the autopsy as right after the
shooting is the real question."
In his recently released book
Best Evidence, Lifton contends
that Kennedy's body was
surgically altered to distort
evidence before the autopsy was
performed. The autopsy was done
at the U.S. Naval Hospital in
Bethesda, Maryland, six hours
after the shooting in Dallas.
Lifton explained his theories to
a small audience in the Granite
State Room Wednesday night.
The complicated plot reads like
a cloak-and-dagger thriller, and
includes high government officials,
a shell game with caskets, a missing
body, a missing brain--and a lot of
slip-ups.
At the beginning of his lecture,
Lifton showed a copy of the
famous Abraham Zabruder film of
the shooting. Lifton believes the
picture of Kennedy's head being
thrown back against the car seat by
the impact of a bullet helps to
prove the popular notion that
Kennedy was shot from the front.
Lifton said no bullet entering
from the back would have forced
the head in that direction.
But the determination of the
1964-65 Warren Commission was
that Kennedy was shot from
behind by a lone assassin,
presumably Lee Harvey Oswald.
Lifton called Oswald a "patsy"
and the sniper's nest and gun found
on the sixth floor of the Texas
School Book Depository a "setup" to distract attention from the
real assassin(s).
If the assassin(s) had set up the
scene of the crime to incriminate
Oswald, Kennedy's body would
have told the real story.
So, Lifton concludes, the
evidence of Kennedy's body had to
be altered to make it look like
bullets had entered from behind.
The Warren Commission came
to their conclusion after inspecting
X-rays and photos taken at the
autopsy--what they considered the
"best evidence".
Lifton believes several
contradictory facts he has
uncovered prove the condition of
Kennedy's body is the crucial
evidence in this case.
Lifton said he began
investigating discrepancies in the
six-hour trip from Dallas to
Bethesda when he found d"iITerent
accounts of how the body was
wrapped for the journey.
Lifton was careful to attribute
LIFTON, page 5
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_Student proposes to save Universit y millions
By Lonnie_ Brennan
Garth Tolman is a 21 year old "engineer in
training" -at the Vniversity of New
Hampshire who appears to major in extracurricular activities.
Garth has worked off and on for New
England Telephone Co. for several years in
maintenance and installation, as well as for a
nation-wide utility contracting firm, Burnup
and Sims
In less than one calendar year.the
contractual work performed for Burnup and
Sims had led Garth to work in ever state of
the country.
Some of his worked involved:
-splicing in the phone cables for Walt Disney

"I don't understand why no one has
next 20 years in the MUB (Memorial Union
Building) alone.
thought of this before," said Garth. "It's
In ten years, Garth projects a possible implicitly clear."
Garth recommends the purchase of
savings of 4 million annually if implemented
on a University-wide basis.
telephone equiptment from an outside

World

-installing the equiptment that enabled you
to hear the Lake Placid Olympic Games
a seventeen mile line
-constructing
extension across Indiana swamp land in
which he saved $460,000 by-completing a job
in eleven days which had been estimated to
require 4 months
In the fall of 1980 the blue-eyed, five-foot,
five inche1;1 s:andy blond haired G'1rth was

hired to work for the University's service
department as an alarm/ communications
technician.
On December 23 he was fired by his
·supervisor under pressure from John
Sanders, Assistant Director of PPO&M for
performing maintenance on the Stoke Hall
door alarm system durring his off duty
hours.
Garth Tolman has proposed a new phone ·
system to be installed on campus which
would save more than $300,000 over th~
Garth Tolman (Ned Finkel photo)

vendor. This eliminates the endless monthly
equiptment charges which "have paid for the
existing system at least nine times over."
The proposal has received unanimous
endorcement from the Student Activity Fee
Council, an organization which is
responsible for the allocation of student
monies which total more than $250,000
·
annualy.
Refering to it as "progressive and
responsible," Director of Student Activites
Jeff Onore, has also endorsed the proposal.
A meeting will be held Tuesday May 5
J. Gregg Sanborn, Acting Vice
with
President of Student Affairs, and James
Smith, Vice President for Financial Affairs
and Administration.
According to Garth the purpose of the
meeting will be to finalize the project and
"inform Vice President Smith of similar
problems the University will face when the
telephone charges (from New England
Telephone Co.) increase 150 percent in the
next 2 fiscal years.
"I woulct like to see it considered on a
University wide basis because the money
that could be saved here could certainly be
used in other areas," Garth said. ·
As for who will do the actual work of on
the phone system , Garth said "I hope to
have the contract signed next Tuesday; cutover would be completed within 30 days
from that date"
The vender who gets the contract has to
come in and wire the building for his
equiptment. Installation of the new
equipment would take place in · conjuction
with New England Telephone Co. as each
line would be cut-over on a one-to-one basis.

WaterfrOnt project in
Newmarke t postponed
By Ned Finkel
Recent decisions made by
Newmarket selectmen have
indefinitly postponed the town's
proposed Waterfront Project.
During the past year
Newmarket's Community
Development Department
planned this project and the town
has already paid for the
architectual designs of the park.
The renovations include building
an outdoor theatre, a boat launch,
and several recreational areas.
This riverside park was to run from
behind Town Hall up river to the
pumping station at the end of
Creighton Street.
The first step towards building
the park is to purchase the land
that has been appraised at $60,600,
according to Community

Development coordinator Susan
Nichols. Newmarket must pay the
first $30,300 and the additional
funds will be supplied through the
Revenue Sharing Fund, a federal
urban development program.
But Newmarket selectmen
decided against purchasing the
land during a recent meeting.
"We're not putting up the
$30,300 so the Waterfront Project
is down the tubes," said Nichols.
She does not forsee the needed
funds comin in soon, if ever.
Once the project got underway it
would cost approxi'mately
$400,000 in federal urban
development grants to complete
. the site as planned.
"The complication came in
NEWMARKET, page 4

------~News in · Brlef
Whale Expert
Noted cetologist Roger Payne~ whose recordings of humpback
-~hal~ "songs" helped usher in a- decade of discovery regarding whale
mtelhgence and behavior will present an audio-visual lecture on
"Communication and Behavior of Whales" at 7:30 p.m., May 4 in
Johnson Theater. The event is free and open to the public.

Candidates or the 1981-82 cheerleading squad displayed their talent

Three cheers for the Wildcats

Sun Day

By P .Rand Tracy
"Hey, you turkeys, we've got tne
notion that the mighty, mighty
Wildcats do the roller motion.
You'd better back away, you'd
better hear our call, 'cause when
you're messing with the
Wildcats ... YOU ... WILL FALL."

_T~is Sunday. on May 3rd, from I to 5 p.m., "Sun Day" activities
will include a free ou!door concert with By Hook or By Crook.
Second Hand Rose, Bill Morrissey, Taylor Whiteside, and others.
Speakers will include Dr. Fred Manassa on "Photovoltaics" and
Dr. V. K. Mather on "Solar Power Towers".
Other activities include displays. slide shows, earth ball, and
par~chute games. All festivities will take place in the East-West park
behind the MU B, and admission to all events is free.

This was not the threat of a
zookeeper beckoning people away
from an animal's cage. It was the
almost deafening noise of 35
bouncing females who tried out for
five positions on the UNH
cheerleding squad this week. No
men showed up for the try-outs.

Weather

"I don't believe how many are
here," said Martha Fay, co-captain
of the squad. "When I tried out,
there were only about five ~iris."

_Today's ~eather will be _increasingly cloudy with a chance of light
ram, accordmg to the Nat10nal Weather Service in Concord . High
tempe~atures will _be 52 to 57 degrees.
T omght the~e will be oc~asi onal light ra in with a possible mixture
of snow late m the evening. Low temperatures will be 34 to 39
degrees.
'

.

'

,

at try-outs this week. (Ned Finkel

. photo}

Clapping, wiggling, pumtmg,
strutting and punching gestures
were all motions displayed by the
crowded room of pony-tailed ,
sweat-suited women, practicing .in
the lobby of Cowell Stadium
Tuesday night.

"I'd say about 75 percent have.
had prior experience," said Fay. "I
loved' cheering and I did it in high
school," noted the three-year
veteran of the UNH squad .
The week-long try-out period
consisted of three two-hour
practices. In those practices, the
women learned three jumps, a
cartwheel, a split, two cheers and a
porn-porn routine.
. "W.hen they were· cheering in
high school, 1 was playing sports,"
said an enthusiastic freshman who
did not want to reveal her name.
''No ·one knows that we're doing
this," she added, referring to
herself and her friend trying out for
the squad. "Even our boyfriends
don't know where we are!"
When askea why she wanted to
be a cheerleader, she answered:
"We saw the notices for try-outs
and thought it sounded good. It

seems like we know a lot of the
football team, and I guess you
could meet them ... a lot of them are
really cute. It wouldn't be a bad
way to meet them."
Fay pointed out some of _the
extra benefits involved in cheering.
"We travel with the football team.
They also take us out to dinner
after the games.
She also pointed out some ot tne
less pleasurable parts of
cheerleading. "We cheer in all
kinds of weather. One time, it
rained so hard that all the fans
moved into their cars. We were
standing -in water.'"
According to Donna Doane, a
squad member, this was when the
team acknowledged them as their
loyal fans. "They shared their
raincoats with us. We don't really
know how they think of us out
there, when they appreciate us it
makes it all worthwhile," Doane
said.
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Frats react to criticisms
By P. Rand Tracy
Imposed restriction of fraternity
parties by town officials, and the
University's recent scrutiny of the
Greek system has caused varied
concern and anger among
fraternity brothers.
"I think they're coming down
hard on us," said Mark Kanakis,
vice president of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity, "but I'm sure
they realize which fraternities are
to blame."
Kanakis was referring to recent
events that correlate questionable
actions with the fraternities.

The recent confirmation that 18year-old UNH student Laury Ann
Zerba had been drinking at Tau
Kappa Epsilon prior to her death,
the harrassment of a police officer
at Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity,
a hazing incident involving a
Alpha Gamma Rho pledge, and
the harrassment of women by
fraternity members during the
Take Back the Night march are al1
contributing factors to the tenuous
position fraternities face on
campus.
••we're concerned about cohabitating successfully in the

Residents denied
,campus housing
By Jeffrey Tyler
Residential Life refused to let
nearly 100 on-campus students pay
the required $50 deposit for
university housing during room
draw this semester.
The turned-away students were
living off-campus last semester but
were allowed back •on in January
when there were many rooms
available. According to Carol
Bischoff, director of Residential
Life, the students were to be
informed with letters of their
temporary status as on-campus
students whe they moved on. ·
The eight students affected in
'ni Dorms contested
the
Residential Life's decision with
pleas and petitions, feeling that
they had been denied proper
housing rights.
Many of the students who
moved into the Mini Dorms did
not receive letters because of errors
in the office of Residential Life.
••in January, I went to the
Residential Life office to see about

getting on-campus," said Mike
Nichols, Mini Dorms resident.
••what I wanted to do was to get
into Eaton House and they told me
that I could do it but would have to
go to Eaton House itself because
the Mini Dorms operate separately
from standard policy."
Each of the six Mini Dorms has
it~ "specialized interest" which all
of the members of the house are
supposed to be involved with, and
each house has a screening
committee that determines
whether or not a student is suitable
for the dorm.
Nichols was screened into Eaton
House and was informed by the
committee that he could stay in the
dorm for as long as he wanted.
Jean Lacasse, a member of the
Eaton House screening committee,
said that Nichols was told this
because they "had no reason to
think otherwise".
Lacasse continued;•1n the past,
MINIS, page 4

Baha'i faith
By Norm Dupre
Members of the UNH Baha'i
Club recently concluded a fout
part lecture series on the
development of individual and
community potential through the
·Baha'i Faith.
The lectures were held on
successive Wednesday nights over
the last month in the Forum Room
of the Dimond Library.
"There are about a half a dozen
members on campus," said Bob
Atkinson, a graduate student who
is a member of the Baha'i Club.
'"Different people led the different
topics in the series."
••The first lecture dealt with the
means for each individual to
develop his potential through
striving to develop his spiritual
nature," said Atkinson. It is
through the development of one's
spiritual nature that a person
comes to be called a man or a
woman, according to Atkinson.
The second lecture dealt with the
creation of a spiritual union with a
mate.
"The couple comes to realize
another level of unity which is
marriage," stated Atkinson. "The
Baha'i believe that a couple is not
only united physically but
spiritually through a mutual love
of God to fulfill their purpose in
life.,,
Members of the Baha'i Faith
believe in the unity of all religions,
according to Atkinson. They also
believe that their prophet,
Baha'u'llah, who was born in
Persia in 1817, was the latest
manifestation of God in a long line
of prophets (including Christ,
Allah, Muhammed, and Moses)
who chose to reveal the word of
God.
The third seminar dealt with the
idea of extending the marriage
unity to help build a loving
·
community.
••This can be done through a
number of ways," said Atkinson.
••The first is raising children with

•

IS

community," said Geoff Coley,
.treasurer of Sigma Beta
Fraternity. "We hope we can
improve our image. We're
concerned about improving it and
we hope other greeks will follow
suit."
Coley noted that Sigma Beta
"does not have a bad track record"
and is generally in good standing
with the University. He also noted
that Sigma Beta will not be
seriQusly affected by the 500
person restriction at outdoor
parties.
"I think they're being awfully
strict compared to the way they
used to be," said Paul Kerigan
former President of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon. ••1t•s just too bad that it
had to happen to that girl because
outdoor parties are not much
more strict," he added, referring to
the death of Laury Ann Zerba.
When asked 1t he telt that SAt.
was in trouble in the town's and the
University's eyes he said,
"definitely, just some of the things
we do during pledging. It's the
parents in the town wJ!o buni ou("
••rm not scared (about the
University taking away SAE's
fraternity status). I'm going to do
the same stuff I always do--go
crazy on the weekend and stuff,"
said Kerigan.
Wendell Davis, Secretary of
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity said
"I feel the university doesn't
recognize the good things we do,"
refering to their Torch Run for
Leukemia and their keg rool for
Cystic Fibrosis. "They're picking
out the bad things, and pointing
the finger too quickly," he said.
•• All you read about in the
newspapers is disaster and smut.
They have more valor than good
deeds and thats why fraternities get
such bad press," said Sigma Beta's
·
Geoff Coley.
FRATS, page 7

Debbie Dodge is one worker who is "really up" for her job. (Dave
Litten photo)

Students object to
paraphernalia ban

By Darryl Cauchon
Only 24 percent of students
polled at the University of New
Hampshire favor the statewide
paraphernalia ban passed by the
New Hampshire State Senate
April 23.
In the random poll conducted by
The New Hampshire Wednesday,
of 100 university students, 60
opposed the bill, 24 were in favor,
The Baha'i Club is sponsored by . eight favored a partial ban, five
in
community
Baha'i
the local
were unfamiliar with the bill, and
Dover and, according to three were unconcerned.
Atkinson, receives no tunctmg
The ban halts the sale,
from the University.
advertising, manufacture and
The Baha'i Club will be possession with intent to sell . of
presenting a concert this Saturday paraphernalia in New Hampshire.
night at 8:00 in the auditorium at
Items banned by the bill include
Murkland Hall, featuring the bongs, mini-cocaine spoons, roach
~
musical group Do 'a.
clips, scales, balances, sifters, and
••Do'a has performed before in kits used for growing, testing and
the area," said Atkinson. ••They preparing drugs.
were recently at the Theatre By the
Many opponents said the bill
Sea in Portsmouth."
imposes on a person's rights and
••They combine Eastern and that the ban serves no purpose.
Western musical traditions to get The ban will not stop drug use and
their own unique style," he added. paraphernalia will still be available
••They'r.e pretty good if you like through the black market, students
that kind of music."

'spiritual'

the love of God and the desire to
serve mankind. Baha'i families
then get together to form a
community."
••There are Baha'i communities
all over the world," he added,"not
only in technically advanced
countries like the U.S., but in
primitive area in places like South
America."
By 1979, the Baha'i Faith had
been established in 340
independent countries, significant
territories, and island groups all
over the world.
Local Baha'i communities exist
in Portsmouth, Exeter, Dover, and
Eliot, Me. where there is a school
for the Baha'i Faith. The school
runs full-time in the summer and
members ·of the faith come from all
over the world to spend a week
there.
The Baha'i Faith also has had its
literature published in nearly 700
languages and dialects, and by
1979, had erected five temples.
The fourth and final lecture was
to concern the building of a new
world order.
"This will happen when
individuals, families, and
communities all over the world
work together to bring the
Kingdom promised by Jesus," said
Atkinson. "The revelations of
Bah'u'llah brought some new
teachings with him in addition to
the ones already present in the
Scriptures. These include the
concept of the oneness of
mankind, the equality of men and
women, the elimination of all
prejudice, universal education for
all people, the harmony of science
and religion, and a spiritual
solution to economic woes.
••These will lead to a world
community and a world
con~ederation built on unity," said
Atkinson. To this end, the Baha'i
Faith espouses the creation of a
universal, auxiliary language to
make communications between
people much easier.

Batter's up for
leukemia victims
By Henri Barber
The year is 1979. The score is
Astros 315, the Bombers 267. The
inning is number 467 and in the
background,'T-Hall chimes three
times. Finally· after 75 hours of
non-stop play, the Sawyer Hall
gang has completed the first
wiffleball marathon.
Two years later, the Third
Annual Wiffleball Marathon
maintains the same spirit of giving
that formed its foundation. The
four-day event, held between noon
on Thursday and 3 p.m. on
Sund~~~inWndedtosupportthe
Ronald MacDonald Leukemia
House in Brookline, Mass. This
establishment houses children who
are being treated for leukemia at
/
local Boston hospitals.
At a minimal rate, the parents
can stay close to- their children
through the child's illness.
The Wiffleball Committee has
worked on this weekend's event for
quite some time. The Sawyer

said.
••This ban will have no impact.
There are plenty of ways to do
drugs without going to the store
and buying paraphernalia," said
one university sophomore.
"The drug use they hope to stop
was used a lot befqre they had
paraphernalia. It's a futile bill and ·
a violation of a person's rights,"
cited another student.
Twenty-one students said they
currently own paraphernalia and
all but one said a ban will not cause
them to dispose of it. The
remaining person owning
paraphernalia said he would "have
to see how the ban goes."
Many students in favor of the
bill were concerned that younger
children can obtain and be
exposed to paraphernalia in the
stores and that double standards
exist having drugs illegal _ and
paraphernalia legal. Others favor
the bill because they do not use and
enjoy being exposed to drugs and
dru~ related material.
I'm worried about the little kids
going to Jodi's ( a Durham store
that sells paraphernalia) and
seeing these things up for sale,"
said a university student favoring
the bill.
••our society should not be
based on double standards. If
drugs are illegal, paraphernalia
should be illegal. If drugs become
legal then the time for
. paraphernalia sales should come,"
added another student.
Two of the 24 students in favor
of the bill said . they currently
construct their own paraphernalia
and a ban would allow them to
raise,. their prices substantially.
- Local stores selling paraphernalia said they do not sell to minors
and card individuals before
making a sale. Signs are also
posted reading "This material is
not intended to be used with illegal
substances," and "Not to be sold to
anyone under 18 years of age."

residents received a great deal of
support from the local community.
The -Sub Stop, Young's
Restaurant, Town and Campus,
Nick's, Wellwood, Jodi's, The
Catnip Pub, Community Market,
Tin Palace and Houghton's
Hardware House all contributed
funds and material to help make
the event a success.
The Greek Council also. played
an important role in this year's
marathon. Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
Sigma Beta, Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Pie Kappa Alpha, Alpha Gamma
Rho, Sigma Nu, Kappa Sigma and
11:1111:s su~u as 11un,u1uus, s111y,
1rambda Chi Alpha all contributed futile, useless and stupid" were
funds. The Chi Omega sorority frequently used by opponents to
also pledged money for the event. describe the bills concepts.
Though it was impossible for ~ Of the 24 in favor of the ban only
dorm members to borrow six were male while 65 percent
landscaping tools from the opposed were men.
Physical Plant Operations and
The survey, conducted in front
Maintenance Office due to of the library, MU B and Stoke
U n i v e r s i t y p o l i c y , c re w- Hall included 50 men and 50
women.
BALL, page 6
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---------------NEWMARKET--------<continued from page 2)

when Reagan took over and froze
an awful lot of money," said
Newmarket Rehabilitation
Specialist Craig Wheeler, a coworker of Susan Nichols.
According to Wheeler, there will
be no additional grants issued after
October 1st 1981, that Newmarket
could be eligible for. The new
Administration's budget cuts were
not anticipated by Nichols and
Wheeler.
During the past three years
Nichols and Wheeler came up
against "lots of opposition" to the
project from some town residents.
I..:ouis and Lois Beaulieu were

among the most verbal in their
opposition.
"We don't need an amphitheater
for the hippies," said Louis
Beaulieu, owner of "Louis and
Lois Beaulieu's", the largest
salvage dealer in Newmarket.
"We'll have the police down here
all the time to keep after the kids,
bums.and hippies. And who's
going to clean up the beer bottles?"
The major point of the
opposition was that the town does
not need a leisurely park -- it needs
more industry. Community
Development Coordinator

the b .o ok loft

Nichols says that there are other
projects designed to bring in more
business, but the federal grant that
would be used for the waterfront
could not be interchanged with
these projects.
Arthur Beauchesne, Newmarket
Postmaster and a local real estate
owner was also opposed to the
project.
"If you asked me if I should
spend $30,300 on pleasure or on
necessity," said Beauchesne, "I'd
take the necessity. We have to
build a better business climate
before we build parks for
recreation."
Despite the majority of the
residents' opposition to the
project, there were few who
supported the plan.

Blacksmith Russell Pope, who's
shop overlooks the proposed site,
was angry with the town's decision
to halt the project. "Newmarket
needs a place like this park to bring
some culture to the town," said
Pope. "People would also rather
see a nice park instead of the trash
that is scattered on the site now.
This town is very conservative.
They're afraid that if they back the
federal grant now, their children
will be made to pay it back."
There was confusion over the
nature of the federal grants.
Supporters of the project feel that
many of the opponenets were
misinformed.
"The reason the thing got
squashed is because there were too
many things coming up in town

*expo '81 Weekend Specials"'

that theater isn't worth much, " aid

friday may 1-sunday may 3

20% OFF STUFFED ANIMALS
20% OFF ALL BOOKS
20% OFF FISHER PRICE TOYS
Plus a variety of "unadvertised"
record & tape specials

carru1na sweaters and
saortswaar at reasonable ar1cas.
Open 9:30-5:30
Mon.-Tues. Wed & Sat

9:30-9:00
, Thurs. & Fri.
and 1-5 p.m. on Sunday

64 main st durham
visa-mastercard

All films show~ in the CarrollBelknap Rm, MUB, at 7:30 pm
May 5 "Rape Culture"

This film isa real
consciousness raiser because it puts rape in a
social context.

May 12 "The .Willmar Eight"

Deals
with a banker's strike led by women, shown on
"60 Minutes" a few months ago.

·OLDIES NIIHT
·With your host
· "The Big 0 11
Come in costume,
win a prize in the dance contest!

Every Tuesday
8:00 p.m. until closing

The Department
of Physics presents:
A Lecture by
Prof E.N. Parker
University of Chicago
"Sunspots:
A dilemma in freshman physics"

Thurs. 7 May
4:00 PM
Demeritt 152
(Howes Auditorium)

May 6 7:30 pm
,Rm A219

PCAC

IN OUR
SOCIETY

Rock -on, rock 001

Wild
at the new england ccntct
lttaffotd avenue, dutham, n.h. (603) s•2-n1s.

the Players' historian and UNH
student Donna Bentley," and the
sound is terrible."
"The Players could have used
the new theater as well as other
musical and theatrical groups,"
safd Bentley,"The better the place
looks, the more people will come
to . it, and that means more
business."

·~MINIS-·· ( continued from page 3) ·

(note: discount does not apply to sale merchandise)

WOMEN'S CENTER
~ FILM SERIES ~

meeting a( the time. T-he people
weere misinformed," said Ken
Robbins, manager of the
Riverworks Tavern in downtown
Newmarket~ "and despite their
efforts the town doesn't seem to be
helping the businessmen of the
town."
Robbins felt that the Waterfront
Project would bring more business
to Newmarket--business that he
and other store owners could use.
"The project wo.uld have been
the thing that started the ball
rolling," Robbins added. "It would
have been the cornerstone of a
revitalization of the town."
The Lamprey Village Players,
the local theater organization in
Newmarket, were strongly in favor
of the plan. This group puts on six
plays each year--some in the small
outdoor theater behind
Newmarket High School. "But

Why?
What is it doing to you?
What can you do about it?

we've always thought that this was
the case, that a persoQ could stay as
· long as he wanted."
When Nichols went to place his
$50 deposit on March 27, he was
informed for the first time that his
on-campus status was only
temporary and couldn't put his
deposit down.
"I couldn't believe it. I had no
idea this was going to happen.
When I was in line to make my
deposit and gave them my name, .
they told me Tm sorry, you're not
available for university housing. If
you have any questions, go to the
office of Residential Life. Next,
please," recalled Nichols.
Nichols and Sandy Elliot,
another Eaton House resident,
then went to Greg Sanborn,
interim vice-president for Student
Affairs, who, according to
Nichols, informed them of the
housing priority system which
places off-campus students
availa_ble for housing only after
every other type of student
(freshmen,on-campus, and
transfer students).
According to Nichols, when
they questioned Sanborn about
being told that the Mini Dorms
operated outside of standard
procedures, he said that the
University had always allowed
them to, but nothing had been
drawn up formally.
Nichols and· Elliott went to
Bischoff next, who told them th1!
same things, and apologized for
the "regrettable mistake" that ha,d
been made at the office when they
had not received letters informing
them of the temporary status.
The students then brought their
case to Ray Foss, chairman of the
Res•idential Council, Jody
Godfrey, student body vice
president, and other members of
the student government, who
unsuccessfully appealed to have
Residential Life make an
exception to their policies.
Godfrey and Foss also began
work on a bill for the Senate to
officially exempt the Mini Dorms
from standard ·procedure. When
Foss approached Cin~~
Garthwaite, director of the Mm1
Dorms with the bill, she was not in
favor ~f it for the time being
because she felt that the screening
within the houses is not rigorous
enough to insure that someone
simply wanting on-campus
housing without real interest in the
Mini Dorms won't get in.
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----- LIFTON------all his facts to previously published
newspaper accom1ts, medical and
FBI reports or to his own
discussions with eyewitnesses.
These include Dennis David who
met the ambulance carrvine
Kennedy's body at Bethesda
Naval Hospital, Bethesda X-ray
technician Jerrol Custer, and navy
technician Paul O'Connor~ who
helped move the body on to the
autopsy table.
Kennedy's body reportedly left
Parkland Memorial Hospital in
Dallas wrapped in sheets, set on a
mattress pad (to soak up fresh
blood) in a "Large, ornate, bronze
cermonial coffin."
O'Connor told Lifton
Kennedy's body arrived at
Bethesda in a "body bag" in "an
'unmarked cheap shipping casket"--tbe same method used for
returning war casualties.
The bronze ceremonial casket
did arrive at the Bethesda hospital.
along with Jacqueline Kennedy,
but _Lifton believes there was no
body in it. At the time, Lifton said, hospital .
officials who questioned the two
caskets were told it was for
••security" /easons, a .. decoy

( continued from page 1)
performing a tracheotomy m an
attempt to get the President
breathing again. Tbe second hole
was ••the size of an egg" in the back
of Kennedy's head.
These doctors, who spent 20
minutes with the body, theorized a
bullet had entered from the front
of Kennedy's head and had exited
through the back, taking a small
portion of the skull with it.
It was quite a different story at
Bethesda.
Doctors there, according to
Lifton, found a considerably larger
throat wound, with "widely gaping
irregular edges". ''I don't have to
tell you," Lifton remarked wryly,
"that when surgeons do a
tracheotomy, there are no 'widely
gaping irregular edges.' "
-The head wound was four times
larger than the one reported by the

often curable.

surmised.
Lifton said Kennedy's body, in
the bronze casket, was brought on
to Air Force One at Dallas' Love
Field. Jackie Kennedy and two
Secret Service men were with the
casket, but confusion developed
over the swearing-in of Lyndon
Johnson and the accomodations
back to Washington, D.C. In that
confusion, Lifton estimates the
coffin was left unguarded for 18
minutes.
During that time, Lifton
believes the body was taken from
the casket, put in the body bag and
stored at the front of the plane
(possibly in the luggage
compartment).
When the plane touched down
at Andrews Air Force Base, the
new President, his wife, and Mrs.
Kennedy accompanied the bronze
casket off the left side of the plane.
However, an army helicopter
landed on the right ~ide of the
plane for a moment before taking
off. Lifton said he thinks the body
was taken off the plane then, put
into the helicopter and llown to
Walter Reed Army Hospital,justa
few miles from the Naval Hospital.
Lifton believes the altering
surgery was perfomed there, the
incriminating bullets were
removed, and the body was driven
to Bethesda in an unmarked black
ambulance (as opposed to the
regulation gray navy ambulance).
Lifton thinks the empty bronze
coffin was brought in first to
retrieve the body and then entered
again with the body in place.
Lifton backs up his surgery
theory with accounts of major
differences in the condition of the
body at the two hospitals.
Parkland Hospital doctors, Lifton
said, reported two major bullet
holes. One was in the front of the
neck, ••the size of a peneil" which
they ·· enlarged slightly by

FRIDAY, May I
DOES CANNIBALISM EXIST?: Why do People say it does if it
·Doesn't and Never Has? W. Arens, Associate Professor of
Anthropology and author of The Man Eating Myth: Anthropology
and Anthropophagy. Sponsored by Department of Sociology and
Anthropology. Room 20 l, McConnell, l p.m.
MEN'S LACROSSE: vs. Vermont. Cowell Stadium, 3 p.m.
SENIOR RECITAL: Jeff Fullerton, Flute. Bratton Recital Hall,
Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m.
FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: Women and American Religion.
Katherine M. Hulhern, a pastor of Gonic Friends Meeting and a
religion scholar, will examine three unusual women of the past:
Catholic, Jewish, and Protestant. Sponsored by Office of
University Relatio-ns, Division of Continuing Education, and the
New England Center. Berkshire Room, New England Center, 8
p.m. Prior registration requested. Call 862-2015.
UNVERSITY THEATER: "What The Butler Saw," the farce by
Joe Orton; directed by Gilbert B. Davenport. Johnson Theater,
·Paul

--:- for phototypsetter at weekly_
newspaper. Approximately40 hours
per week-days Wed and Sun off.
Experience with Compugraphic
typesetting equipment pref. Benefits
major medicaf, pay comen w/ exp
c·a n 742-3735 Ask for Lynn

Might these words of your creator sink into
your heart: ·

''Be not deceived;·
God is not mo-eked,
for whatsoever a
man ,soweth, that
shall he also reap."
Galatians 6: 7
The One who made the worlds and made you loved
you enough to die for you_. Are you running from
Him? If you want to find God, read the Bible.
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Center,

RENEW ABLE ENERGY IN NEW HAMPSHIRE: Lecture and
slide show by Steve . Capron, Energy Extension Agent, Strafford
County Cooperative Extension. Carroll/ Belknap Room,
-Memorial U nio, 7:30 p.m.
PRIVATE FUNDING: Find out where University funding comes
from. Topics will include Student Ambassador and the Capitol
Campaign. Sponsored by ThCo 503. 1925 Room, Alumni Center,
8:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, May 5
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: Modern Art. David S.
Andrew, The Arts. Room 127, Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m.-12:30 p.m.
ART TALK: Margot Clark, Art History, will discuss Max
Beckman. Sponsored by Department of the Arts. Room A2 l 8 / 219,
Paul Creative Arts Center, I p.m.
MEN'S LACROSSE: vs. Bowdoin. Cowell Stadium, 2 p.m.
WOMEN'S CENTER FILM: "Rape Culture." A unique and
shocking look at the phenomenon ofrape. Carroll/ Belknap Room,
Memorial Union, 7:30 p.m. Donations accepted.
STVN FILM: "Love Story." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 9
p.m.

N.H. 03820

.

Arts

Doubleheader.

Maine Missionary Society, RFD Box 35, Dresden, Maine

*Low Rates
*Private Storage Compartments
*No Lot Too Small or La,rge
*For Long or Short Term Storage

Creative

employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4.
MUB PUB: The Trademarks return. SingJes will be given away
. during the performance. 8 p.m. Admission: $2'.
,.,,SATURDAY, May 2
GRADUATE VOICE RECITAL: Helene Hagger. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Creative Arts Center, 3 p.m.
DO'A CONCERT: Sponsored by Baha'i Club. Murkland
Auditorium, 8 p.m. Admission: students $2.50; general $3.50.
UNIVERSITY THEATER: "What the Butler Saw." Johnson
Theater, Paul Creative Arts Center, 8 p.m. USNH students and
employees/ senior citizens $3; general admission $4_
MUB PUB: The Stains, mellow punk. 8 p.m. Admission: $1.
. CONTRADANCE: Dudley Laufman and band. Sponsored by
Country Dancers. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m.
Admission: $2.50.
SUNDAY, May 3
HONORS CONVOCATION: Speaker, Jerome B. Schneewind,
Provost to Hunter College, City University of New York. Music by
Concert Choir, Cleveland Howard director, and Wind Symphony,
Stanley Hettinger director. Lundholm Gym, Field House, 2 p.m.
UNH SPRING QUAD: Chess Tournament in four-player sections.
Sponsored by the Chess Club. Hillsborough-Sullivan Room,
Memorial Union, 10 a.m. Admission: in advance $6; at the door $8.
For information, see display case in the MUB; call Bryant, Room
710, 868-9644; or, write UNH Chess Club, Stillings 388/ UNH,
Durham, NH 03824.
SUN DAY: Outdoor Solar Energy Festival. Concerts, speakers,
new games, displays, and more; featuring"By Hook or Crook," and
other bands. Sponsored by Solar Energy Coalition. East West·Park
(MUB Hill), 1-5 p.m. (If rain, Strafford Room, MUB).
PUBLIC WORSHIP.: Sacred dancing, drama, and films will be
provided by UNH students: Rev. David L. Grainger, Protestant
Chaplain UNH, will officiate. Sponsored by United Campus
Ministry. Community Church, Durham, 6 p.m. Sundays through
May 17.
MUSO FILM: "tuna." Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and
9:30 p.m. Admission $1 or MUSO Film Pass.
CONCERT CHOIR AND SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA:
Concert. Cleveland Howard and David Seiler, directors; G. Roy
Mann, string orchestra conductor. Johnson Theater, Paul Creative
Arts center, 8 p.m.
MUB PUB: Rick Bean with Oldies. 8 p.m: cover charge: 50¢.
MONDAY, May 4
MEN'S BASEBALL: vs. Plymouth. State. Brackett Field, 1 p.m.

Immediate Full Time Opening

\

ambulance." However, General
Chester Clifton, Kennedy's senior
military aide and FBI agents later
admitted no knowledge of such a
maneuver.
In addition to there being two
caskets, the bronze casket was
checked into the Bethesda
hospital twice, according · to
Lifton. While aides carried the
unmarked coffin with Kennedy's
body into th~. back entrance of the
hospital at 6:45 p.m., Mrs.
Kennedy did not arrive at the front
with the bronze casket until 6:55
p.m. FBI agents reprorted being
barred from the autopsy room
along with doctors when they
brought the bronze casket in at
7:17 p.m. That coffin was also
checked in at 8:00 p.m.-Kennedy's
body was in the casket at this time.
Lifton carefully reconstructed
the events of the afternoon and
used the time frame in trying to
support his version of what may
have happened. ••An empty casket
at Bethesda means.an empty casket
upon takeoff at Dallas," he

,Campus Calendar

the Dallas doctors.
There were two other wounds.one in the back of the head and one
in the back of the neck--that the
Dallas doctors "had apparently
missed."
The Bethesda conclusion:
Kennedy had apparently been shot
twice, from the back.
To support his surgery-beforea utopsy explanation of these
discrepancies, Lifton cited a report
made by FBI agents James Sibert
and Francis O'Neill that nigl:h
which noted the tracheotomy and
that "there was apparently surgery
in the head, namely the top of the
skull." A later FBI memo stated
the officers had written down these
facts "because they heard it from a
doctor."
There were also problems
LIFTON, page 7

The fear
ofcanceris
often fatal.

canceris
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WHAT COULD I DO WITH A MAJOR IN FRENCH:
Educational and career opportunities available for
interested people. Sponsored by Liberal Arts Advisi~g.
Thursday, May 7, Hillsborough Room, Memorial
Union, 12:30 p.m. Undergraduates only.
ATHLETICS & RECREATION
· ATHLETIC / RECREATION TICKET OFFICE
HOURS: For May, Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.-4:30
p.m.; and for June, Monday-Friday, 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.
with special hours: June 13, 14, 20, 21, 27, 28 at 11 :30
a.m.-3 p.m.
SUMMER RECREATION AND OUTDOOR POOL
PASSES: May be purchased at the Ath~etic/ Recreation
Ticket Office in the Field House, April 30-August 31.
Outdoor pool opens June 19, noon-6 p.m.
THE INDOOR POOL: Will be open Monday-Friday,
May 25-June 19, noon-1:30 p.m.
SUMMER SOFTBALL: Only one session will be held.
~oster due Monday, May 18, Room 151. Field House.
Mandatory team captains meeting will be held Thursday,
May 21 , Conference Room, 4 p.m. Regular season play
June I-July 10 with playoffs beginning July 13.

CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUE: An opportunity for students to
receive feedback on first draft resumes. Career Planning
and Placement Service, Room 203, Huddleston, 1-3 p.m.
Every Friday afternoon through May 22.
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW: Students
learn how they come across during on-campus
interviews. Career Planning and Placement Service,
Room 203 , Huddleston, 2:30-4:30 p.m. Thursday
afternoons through May 7.
CLVDB A N D 01\GA N ILA l

lUNS

INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
MEETING: Jonas Zoller will conclude exposition on
Paul's letter to the Ephesians . Friday, May I, Room 218 ,
McConnell, 7:30 p.m. Other events: booktableT,W 11-2,
MUB; daily prayer meetings M,W,F Noon-I p.m. and T,
Th 12:30-1:30 p.m., Rockingham Room, MUB.
PRE-VET CLUB MEETING: Organization of party
and sign-up for rides to Hylton Park on May 9. Monday.
May 4, Room 142, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.

I
~

SIMULATION GAMES: Friday, May l,electionsand
plan to organize our summer convention. Starts at 6
p.m., afterward gaming u!ltil closin~. Saturday, May 2,
open gaming, ~ p.m.-:ctosmg. Both m Carroll/ Belknap
Room, Memorial Umon .
·

COMPUTER SERVICES
Preregistration necessary for courses listed below. Call
862-3527, or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster.
LOGIN/TUTOTIAL: Every Tuesday and Thursday,
Stoke Cluster 8-9:30 a.m.
INTERMEDIATE 1022: Two-session course explains
handling of mult1ple files and simple report writing.
Wednesday and Friday,_ May 6 a~d 8_, Stok~ Cluster:, 10
a.m.-Noon. Prerequ1S1tes: Begmnmg T1mesharmg;
Beginning SOS or TECO; and Beginning l042 .

GENERAL
STANDARD FIRST AID: Eighthourcourseforpeople
· needing certification for summer employment.
Sponsored by Durham Chaoter of American Red Cross.
Saturday, May 2, New Hampshire Hall, 9 ~.m. _For
reservations, call Mrs. Wooster, 868-2339. Reg1strat1on:
$3.50
GAY COFFEEHOUSE: Sponsored by Campus Gay
Awareness. Friday, May I, Philip Hale Room, Paul
Creative Arts Center, 8-10 p.m.
UNH CHILD-FAMILY CENTER: Open house for
parents interested in enroll in~ their children In next year's
nursery school programs. Friday, May I, 2-3:30 p.m. for
iQformation, call Cynthia Lewis, Department of Home
Economics, 862-2146.
GAMES ROOM TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT:
Sponsored by Student_Activi!ies. Sunday, May 3, games
Room, Memorial Umon, Time Correction - 10 a.!11.
Entry Fee $1 . Register at Games Room Desk. T roph1es

$25'9

Durham:,, ike -

HAIR?
See
the professionals

~

I

playing 9 until closing

.NO COVER

_

Happy Hour Monday - Friday 5 - 9
Qr:_th_~rd_ ,$.t.~~-DP,v..e.r.._ N ..f-J~.~,-1.4.9-·3636

The opening ceremony was
short but inclusive. M.C Ron ·
Hammond, a former Sawyer
resident, i1,1troduced the players.
John Conroy sang the national
anthem, and a moment of silence
was observed for Doug Houghton,
and Chris Binette, both victims of
leukemia.Mr. Houghton threw out
the first balls.
At noon, the two teams of four
players initiated the 75-hour ritual
that will conclude on Sunday.
Each team makes substitutions
every two hours. In this way, as
many members of the dorm as
possible can get involved.
The graveyard shifts of the
marathon are between 2 a.m. and 6
a.m.

~

·

I~ Sweet Union
·

There are many reasons
why the Windsor International received the top
rating in its price class.
but the one we are most
proud of is the lnternational '. s handling.
Impartial judges found
the AM-5 to be the only
mid-priced bike with ride
characteristics compar-. .
able to high-priced , high
quaiity 10-.speeds ..

PROBLEM

I

from page 3)

-W~ndsor International ·AM-5
Rated Best in its Class!

WENH-TV AUCTION EXHIBITION PREVIEW:
Antiques, art, and crafts donated to NH-TV Auction will
be at the New England Center through Tuesda y, May 5.
Preview bids on items accepted at the New England
center until 5 p.m., Tuesday, May 5.
WHALE WATCHES: Offshore trips to the feeding
grounds of the great whales from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. on June 6
and 7. Led be marine mammal specialist Scott Mercer.
Sponsored by the UNH Marine Mammal Project. Prior
registration required . For information, call 862- 1792.

~l
·

<continued
coordinator ·Bob Bennett made
sure that the Sawyer lot was clean
and ready to play on for Thursday.
So, as of Wednesday night, the
only question was the weather.
However, whether rain or shine,
the wiffleball war would
commence the following morning
sharply at noon.
An hour before the noon
starting time, the guests began to
arrive. Snively Arena celebrity
John Conroy was on hand
punctually at 11 a.m. The Smith
Hall women showed up to support
the cause.- Dorm members Steve
McCann ·, Bobby Slein, Tim
Treat, Mark Cronin, Mike Picini
and others rushed around the back
lot finalizing the aesthetic aspe.cts
of the event.
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LIFTON---------when it arrived at Bethesda. Custer
even told Lifton he clearly
remembers putting both hands
inside the empty cranial cavity.
When the body finally appeared
in the bronze coffin, the brain was
there.
Lifton said he'd heard reports of
a cart with "a small lump" on it
being wheeled through the
Bethesda hospital at this time. The
"small lump" had been explained
as a stillborn baby, but Lifton
found no records of stillbirths that
day at the hospital.
Lifton believes the lump was
Kennedy's brain, with all ballistic
evidence removed, being reunited
with the body.
Lifton said he has also found
questionable evidence in terms of
ballistics. He said the Bethesda
doctors expressed surprise that
there were no bullets in Kennedy's
body at the autopsy. Three later
turned up--two in the seat of the

concerning · Kennedy'·s brain,
according to Lifton. The body left
Dallas with only the "egg-sized
wound" to the back of the head
with the brain intact. David
O'Connor and Custer all swear
that there was no brain in the body

-LIBRARY<continued from page 1)
that Aaron Cohen & Associates
was hired to find out what specific
areas needed to be remedied and
what the costs would be. of the
renovations.
When asked if the Library
Committee felt that the results of
the report would prompt the
University to supply the library
with the needed funds, Rouman
replied: "We certainly hope so."
"In my opinion, if I had to pick
one center in the University that is
for the students, I would say the
library_ is the most important
'
place," said Rouman.

(continued from page 5)
President's motorcade car, and
one that rolled off a Parkland
hospital stretcher several hours
after Kennedy left Dallas. This
bullet was marked as "bullet 399"
for evidence.
Lifton showed slides comparing
an unused bullet, a bullet shot
through cotton, a bullet shot
through a cadaver's- wrist, and
"bullet 399".
Bullet 399 was clean--no blood,
no trace of tissue. The same type of
bullet shot through the cadaver's
wrist is bent and twisted. "I like to
think of this as that test where you
circle the picture that's different,"
Lifton said. "The Warren
Commission failed that test."
Lifton called the obvious
discrepancies a "sloppy job" but
would not speculate on exactly
who was responsible for the coverup or the assassination. "I think it
was some faction of the
govc:1umcul that disagreed with
•

I '

If You Love Music
Like We Love Music
We've got-What you need.

FRATS-

Rock Bottom's
Everday Low Prices

1
-

(continued from page 3)
Andy Davis, a brother at Pi
Kappa Alpha Fraternity said, "We
fee he U'fflversity and town are
acting in the best fate of all
concerned."
Davis, junior, was optimistic
about his fraternity's relationship
with the community. "I feel Pike's
very strong in the greek system and
I feel that we cooperate well with
the Town and University. Open
Parties are functions that gain
revenue, but Pike could survive
without them," Davis explained .
Jim Cooney, a l;>rother at Sigma
Nu, is not concerned about the
status of his fraternity. "They are
coming down on the eight other
Frats ... not us," he said. Cooney
said the reasons for this was
because his fraternity has no
house , for block parties to occur,
and that his fraternity has no
hazing involved in pledging.
"We're pleased with ourselves. But
we know that one slip-up could
make us loose our good
stressed.
reputation," Cooney
(

a

5

s9_99
5
6.98

13.98

sg_ga
5 8.98
s7_9a

5.79

s4_99

On .T he Top 25 lps Weekly

Evidence was due to b-e published
this ~anuary. Lif~on first began
studymg the assassination 15 years
ago as a UCLA student of Warren
Commission member Wesley
Liebeler.
Lifton said he is not sure if he
will c0ntinue his research into
another book, though he said new
evidence is showing up all the time.
He added that any further research
would include conflicting evidence
concerning bullet wounds Texas
9overnor John Connaliy suffered
·
m the same shooting.

SUMMER JOBS
The NH People's Alliance, the
state's largest citizen action group is
hiring students this summer to work
in

the

Community

Outreac4

Program. Hours: 2:00 pm-10:00pm.
For interviews, call 668;;.8481
An Equal Opportunity · Employer .

HA.VE.A

.LEGAL ·.PROBLEM?.
Contact: Student Legal Services
R.oom 131 MUB
,8 .62-1712
Hours: -9-4 Monday through Friday
As a f ul/~time undergraduate, you a;e en-ritled

VOCI\ UOTTOM
12~C0121)J

to legal advice which 1s covered through the
Student Activity Fee.

29 Congress St., Market Square
Portsmouth -~••••• 436-5618

A RECORD STORE TO ENJOY

NOTE EARLY SUN. EVE. TIMES

COPY OF THIS AD
(ADULTS) WORTH $1.50
N-O-W THRU THURSDAY THIS ATTRACTION

. EVES. 6:55 & 9:00
SUN. EVE. ONLY 6:15 & 8:15

The
New Hampshire

Kennedy's foreign policy and
thought he was a bad President "
'
he said simply.
Lifton admitted there were
several "loose ends" he had been
unable to follow up because of
p~blishing deadlines-reports of a
third casket being delivered by
helicopter on the Bethesda
Hospital roof and Air Force One
radio reports of confusion between
the Walter Reed Hospital and the
Naval hospital, among others.
The two-casket evidence first
surfaced only last July, and Best

A New Copy Shop
·NOW OPEN
If you need high-quality copies in a hurry ...
If you need large documents copied
or reduced to a convenient size ...
If you need 2-sided copies ...
Instantly sorted and collated into sets ...
If you need resumes & theses

"A STIRRING DRAMA OF EPIC DIMENSiONS•••
I was mesmerized. Riveting. ~utifuliy photo-Rex Reed
raphed and brilliantly acted."
"EASILY ONE OF THE
MOST EXCITING FIUV\S
OF THE YEAR."

LEARN
BARTEND ING

•Howard Kissel. Women's Wear Daily

Jenkins Court, Durham

868-7031
two machines, featuring
the "Xerox Miracle Machine"

E. M. LOEW'S
Men and women train for good paying
summer job opportunities in thi~
popula r field. Learn a trade you can take
anywhere . Evening courses . Call in
en:ning or write for brochure . Dav
·
courses offered in summer.

DIAL

436-5710

INTOWN PORTSMOUTH

N-O•W
EVES. 6:45 & 9: 10
·s uN. &:15 & 8:30

THRU WED

1

Tel. 659-3718
aster

artenders

School
84 Main Street
Newmarket, N.H. 03857

fo,,,JINc,,1,

l,,IJIO"X

20th CENTURY-FOX FILMS

IRI

INSTANT COPIES
WHILE YOU WAIT
Opening S p~cial
per Copy (8½xll)
·Mon-Fri 8:30-6:00
Sat 8:30-1 :00
PICK UP AND DELIVERY AVAILABLE
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ROB/# LANE
& THEIncludes
CHARTBUSTERS
Solid Rock

Send Me
I -----·-········----.. . An Angel/Rather
----- - Be Blind
I

~

II

Good Medicine.
Is reality getting you down these days?
Maybe what you need is some IMITATION LIFE.
Robin Lane and the Chartbusters have an album full,
waiting just for you.
But you won't find it where you find records that
sound like every other record .
. You'll find it only where records sound exactly
like what happens when five of Boston's best rock
and rollers blend intelligent ~yri~s, emotion,
great melodies and power with classic roots.
Where records are full of music that moves and
shakes. Where records are called IMITATION LIFE.

~
Robin Lane and the Chartbusters;
Good medicine from Warner Bros. Records and Tapes.
Produced by Gary Lyons for Fab Productions 1nc.
~~ Givethegift
'='~ofmusic.

Record Available at:

Musicsmith Records
Newington Mall
431-5120
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University .Forum
·Margot Clark
Pablo Ruiz Picasso: Door opener for the avant-garde
Though October 25, 1981 will be the centenary of the
birth in Malaga, Spain, of Pablo Ruiz Picasso, it is still
difficult to put him and his work in historic perspective. A
major problem stems from the quantity of his production
and the number of stylistic variants it comes in. Picasso
was a prodigy whose father, an instructor in a traditional ·
arJ school, taught him the whole range of academic..
drawing skills by the time Pablo was in his teens. ·
Picasso's early, Ecole-des-Beaux-Arts-type drawings of
life models and classical plaster casts are proficient work.
and they are the foundation of the strongly linear basis of
all his later styles, in particular of the two classicizing
phases of his painting. The first phase, or "Rose Period,"
appeared briefly in 1905-06; the second or "Neoclassical
Period," ran concurrently with his late Synthetic Cubist
work from 1918 to 1924. The incongruity of th~ latter two
styles still puzzles many art historians, while a
contemporary kinetic artist was induced to picket the
1980 Picasso Retrospective at the Museum of Modern
Art by what he called the "insincerity" of Picasso's
multiple styles. Picasso himself did not help matters by
asking rhetorically, "Does God have a style?"-which
brings up another major problem in evaluating Picasso:
.
his personality.
Picasso's personal idiosyncrasies turn into critical
issues because of the subjective nature of his art, indeed of
most hi.f.th art in the twentieth century, for increasingly
during the nineteenth century, artists with psychological
problems of various sorts were able to utilize their own
internal unease or struggle in the form of energizing
compulsions or as source material. Certainly, nobody
became a significant artist merely by virtue of severe
maladjustment, or there would have been a lot more good
ones. However, recognition of the influential operation
of private worlds in daily existence, which had emerged
earlier in the work of artists like Goya, was confirmed by
discoveries in depth psychology (Charcot, Freud, and
later, Jung) while Picasso was growing up and painting
his first modern works. Prior to the nineteenth century,
there were large areas of substantial public agreement in
Western religious, philosophical, and political thought
on which painting, sculpture and other art forms had
been based. By the time Picasso was born, these areas of
public agreement had mostly disappeared for historic
reasons which there is not enough space to examine here.
Art entered a private realm that nonetheless demands
that the viewer learn for each work the particular terms in
which it speaks·. It is the close interdependence of
personal experience and pictorial utterance that makes
Picasso hard to evaluate. Male investigators tend to have
their minds boggled by Picasso's track record with female
companions, since he ran through more officially
recorded consorts than Henry VIII. Female investigators
tend to be outraged by Picasso's (supposed) remark that
women are either goddesses or doormats. Yet visible
through the confusion are several outstanding Picasso
contributions.
Picasso along with Georges Braque formulated a new
pictorial structure, Cubism, between 1907 and 1914.
Cubism breaks with the idea that a picture is like a view
through a window into a three-dimensional space that is
made to seem actual by the mechanism of perspective,
which developed in the Renaissance. Aerial and linear
perspective produce an illusionistic, three-dimensional
space logically ordered like a Cartesian graph, so that
.relationships can be clearly stated, though the viewing
position is fixed rather than mobile, and the stage-like
quality of the picture space tends to imply a suitability to
public statements. In contrast, Cubism provides a means
to make a picture out of fragmentary private sensations,

Synthetic Cubism, the final phase of Cubist
development, organizes surface forms in relation to an
underlying, invisible grid coexistent with the picture
P!ane .. The Cubist grid i~ still a factor in contemporary
p1ctonal structure, be the style New Realist or
nonobjective ..

Guernica could become a symbol of

the women's movement in Spain.
What I think is primarily a Picasso invention from
1911 is collage, a pictorial composition made by
arranging on a solid background a group of elements cut
or torn from planar materials such as newspaper,
wallpaper, music sheets, old letters, labels peeled from
bottles, and so on. Collage is also a principle of

Pablo Picasso at 50

This photo of Picasso was taken
in 1931 by Man Ray. This year
is the centenary of Picasso's birth.

Cubist structure allows for free
play of the artist's subjectivity.
memory traces carried over from previous experiences,
and multiple views derived from a moving eye or viewer.
Cubist structure allows for free play of the artist's
subjectivity in a context that stresses the design elements
. of painting (line, value, texture, color, and shape) first.
Logical, often narrative, relationships between objects or
figures in illusionistic picture space are displaced in
Cubism by logical yisua/ relationships between marks
and areas of paint or attached collage elements on the
tangible surface of the picture. Because Cubism is more
like a complex concept of syntax than a stylistic formula,
it can be extended to the presentation of ideas that are
profoundly anti-Cubist (examples include paintings by
the Italian Futurist, Boccioni, the German Expressionist,
Marc, and the Russian Suprematist, Malevich).
Margot Clark, assistant professor of the arts, has
taught at the University since 1974.

abstractionists. Picasso himself seems to have sensed that
his innovative three-dimensional ideas would be assessed
as a major contribution, for he refused to part with most
of this work until_the end of his life, when he gave select
examples of his sculpture to important museums or sites,
though most of the maquettes will remain together as a
feature of the Muse'e Picasso in Paris.

juxtapos1t1on in which several unlike elements come
together to produce an unexpected synthesis. This
function of collage was a take-off point for Dada and
Surrealist art, for the collage principle can include
random choices or be linked to associative tendencies of
the dreaming or unconscious mind. Collage was a
launching pad for sculpture around 1914, and most
subsequent sculpture is indebted to Picasso's work in that
year. Before Picasso's application to three-dimensions of
collage as method and concept, sculpture had been made
of homogenous hunks of material, including Picasso's
own revolutionary Cubist head of 1909. Picasso's
collages and assemblages lie behind the constructed space
sculpture of Russian avant-garde artists like Tatlin and
Gabo, while Picasso's further development of collage
ideas into iron wire and found-object sculpture from
1928-32 was the starting point for the \.'elded steel
sculpture of David Smith, a significant American
sculptor associated with the New York gestural
-,
.

The departures thus opened for art in the century
would have been enough to secure for Picasso a
prominent place in history, but he also produced
individual works of extraordinary stature, in that they
are richly complex in visual structure, imagery, and
import. While one work cannot represent a lifetime of
energetic painting, Guernica is outstanding as a powerful
outcry against the cruelties and bestialities-of our times.
In the sping of 1937, Picasso had already been
commissioned by the Spanish Republican Government
to paint a mural for its pavilion at the Paris World's Fair.
The destruction of the ancient Basque cultural center of
Guernica by German war planes flying for General
Franco gave Picasso an intense thematic focus for the
huge painting, which he later described as "allegorical."
Picasso began work less than a week after the incident,
working from newspaper photographs of the atrocity, a
source that seems to be reflected in the restriction of the
color to black, white, and grays, and in textured passages
that recall the newsprint of Cubist collage. Like any
insightful work of art, Guernica has accumulated
additional meanings for later generation_s. When Picasso
painted it, the work was his response to what may have
been the first deliberate act of terrorism against a
nonmilitary site~ Guernica has now come to stand for all
of this century's violent and inhumane acts against
civilian populations.
At the outbreak of World War II, Guernica was in the
United States as part of a touring Picasso exhibition.
After the war, it remained in the custody of the Museum
of Modern Art in New York, because Picasso did not
wish the painting to return to Spain until restoration of a
liberated, democratic form of government. The recent
establishment of parliamentary government in Spain led
to arrangements to ship Guernica to the Prado after the
close of the Picasso Retrospective in 1980. However, a
lawsuit brought by Maia Picasso (Marie-Thlr~se
Walter's daughter who was two years old when Guernica
was painted) currently blocks shipment of the painting.
Because Spanish law does not seem to acknowledge the
independent human existence of women, and parliament
has passed no divorce laws or reinstated women's legal
rights, Maia contends that Spain is not yet liberated or
~
democratic.
As John Berger points out in The Success and Failure
of Picasso, Guernica is the most private of public
statements. Many of the individual images in the painting
were formulated on the basis of a Surrealist-related style
Picasso used in the 1930s to convey the subjective
experience of his relationship with Maia's mother. The
joyful exuberance of that experience is inverted in
Guernica to embody personal anguish, for the painting
does not describe a particular war, but the agony of all
wars in terms of bodily dislocations that represent the
nameless, all-encompassing character of physical pain as
experienced rather than as seen by the observer.
It would be strange and wonderful if Guernica were to
become a symbol of the women's movement in Spain, a
kind of working of the collage principle on the stage of
history, in which the juxtaposition of unlikely elements
produces a surprising synthesis. Ironic justice would
seem served were the Spanish parliament forced to
legislate a middle path between .. goddessesn and
"doormats" in order to acquire a major work by the
supposed author of that unfortunate remark. Regardless
of what Picasso might think of that synthesis, he did,
after all, invent the collage principle .
Yet modernism as a whole was not invented by
Picasso--or by any one artist. Modernism is a historic
trend, the exact edges of which may always be a bit vague,
as they are for most period terms. Modernism occupies a
time span that may begin as early as 1850 and that may or
may not have petered out in the 1960s. It is a period in
which emphasis is on expressive internal relationships
between elements of the work of art, rather than on the
way in which those elements depict things or qualities of
the world outside of the work of art, or on the way in
which literary, social, ethical, or other cultural content is
presented to the viewer. Many artists participated
enthusiastically in the creation of the visual language of
modernism, but among them Picasso deserves to be
counted as one of the Old Masters of the avant-garde.
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Nicholas Kozlov and Ted Whittemore
A second perspective on communist revolutions
One occasionally reads an article such as Professor
Gordon's qianifesto in The New Hampshire so replete
with misinformation, demagogueries, cliches, half-truths
and a few scattered truths that one feels called upon to
respond. When confronting such a morass, however, one
ponders where to begin.
- A new hard line appears to be forming in the bastions
of reaction. Rather than trying to convince the American
oeoole of the le2itimacy of the ilks of a Marcos. a
Pinochet, a Shah, or a Duarte-a formidable task-the
new line condemns those who "leap to the conclusion that
every revolutionary effort to the South of us is right and
that every government is altogether wrong." Anyone
even vaguely familiar with the U.S. protests over
Vietnam, Cambo~dia, Iran, etc., would surely be aware
that those protests were (largely) against U.S.
involvement and/or a hands-off policy. Does Professor
Gordon recall demonstrations in support of Robert
Mugabe, or Neto in Angola? No; we are sure he does not,
because the U.S. government was largely absent in those
conflicts. A Southeast Asian parochialism has blinded
Professor Gordon t.o these simple realities. Even on his
own turf of Southeast Asia, however, it seems gratuitous
and a sad example of Western ethnocentricity to assert
that "French demonstrations were what succeeded in
bringing down the French in their Vietnam." Wasn't it
the Vietminh in their brilliant victory at Dien Bien Phu in
May 1954?
9otgon asks us who, once having accepted Soviet
help, is able to maintain genuine independence? Answers
abound: China, Indonesia, Somalia, Egypt, India, Iraq,
etc. and we would add, Cuba. But more.to the point, who
isolates reformist regimes (e.g., Manley, Allende, Jagan,
Mossadegh) and/ or socialist third world governments?
Who "quarantined" the Soviet Union between 19301960? Who cemented Cuban-Soviet ties? Who isolated
China, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, and
is now doing the same with Nicaragua and Grenada? The
answer is simple: U.S. foreign policy, a policy of picking
'losers' (e.g. Somoza, the Shah, Thieu, and anticipating
somewhat, Duarte).
Gordon is of course engaging in nothing but rhetoric
when he refers to Ho Chi Minh, l_e ader of the Vietnamese
liberation struggle as a "Stalinist dictator." Dr. Gordon
need not answer to anyone when he makes such
allegations, he merely reveals his ideological blinders. In
response, we would simpJy ask: was it the "Stalinist
dictator" who was responsible for violating every
substantive point of the 1954 Geneva accord? Did Ho
refuse to hold the elections which were scheduled for 1956
in that agreement? Did Ho violate the terms of the
agreement by making the partition of Vietnam a political
one? No, it was certainly not the "Stalinist dictator" who
engaged in these schemes, it was rather the U.S.
government and its Vietnamese lackey, Ngo Dinh Diem.
Some may wonder why the U.S., as a self-proclaimed
defender of democracy, would refuse to hold elections.
Quite simply because everyone from Eisenhower on
down knew very well that Ho Chi Minh would be elected
in any even remotely- fair contest.
Professor Gordon cheerfully repeats the worn
bourgeois platitudes of the "economic failure" of
communism. These grave warnings were heard on the
very morrow of the October Revolution, when numerous
econoJ?ists were quite happy to 'prove' the impossibility
of Soviet development. More than sixty years later, when
a once backward country has transformed itself into a
modern, industrial society, despite 'encirclement by
~ostile forces and the _massive destruction wreaked upon
1t by two global conflicts, do we really still have to listen
to that same refrain? At a time when bourgeois
economists seek to dress Say's Law in new clothes (by
calling it 'supply-side economics'), a desperate effort to
stimulate growth and productivity, we see the following
average rates of growth in national product (for the
period 1970-1976): USSR, 3.1%;-China, 4.3%; Cuba,
5.0%; USA, 1.7%; W. Germany, 2.0%; India, 0.5%. That
is hardly the complete failure which Gordon so blithely
assumes (and wishes).
. Specifically with respect to Cuba, let us compare that
island to a few paragons of free enterprise, some of which
even get referred to as 'economic miracles' in some circles:
literacy
%

life expectancy infant mortality
at birth
per 1000 live·

El Salvador

60

64

55.2

Cuba

97

72

23

Brazil
Chile

92

68

61
67

54.7

Guatemala

46

52

77

USA

99

73

14

38

Nicholas Kozlov is Ph.D. student in economics. Ted
Whittemore is a graduate student in political science.

On the basis of the above data, the "Cuban failure"
looks pretty ~ood. We are sure that the average Brazilian
would be delighted to so fail: (s)he would increase their
chances o~ being literate by forty percent, and could
expect to live eleven years longer!
. _Which governme~ts condone, nay even sponsor, mas.s
1lhteracy? Where in Southeast Asia, in Somocista
Nicara~ua, in ~atistiano_ Cuba we~e the mass literacy
campaigns?_ Think about 1t--who gains from an ignorant
peasant? Literacy and education are prerequisites for
meaningful participation in society and as such were
developed on the very morrow of the Cuban and
Nicaraguan revolutions (note: in the face of terror
unleashed by the reactionaries). What was eliminated in
the _Cu~a of post-1959 were: poverty, begging,
pro~t1t~t1on,_ gambli~g and corruption, urban slums,
inst1tut1onahzed racism, blatant sexism, advanced
cultural imperialism, and- the stranglehold of the
economy by the monopolies ( well documented by
Pr?fessor Leogrande of American University in a recent
art1c!e where he concluded tha~ "by expropriating U.S.
holdings, Cuba was able to regam control over economic
decision-making in critical economic seci.ors, and at the
same time halt a capital drain in the form of remitted
profits which consistently ran in excess of both reinvested
earnings and new inflows of direct foreign investment.'')
In regard to Dr. Gordon's second contention what we
see developing in contemporary revolutionary societies
s~ch as Cuba, . Nicaragua, Angola, Mozambique,
Zimbabwe, etc., 1s a tendency toward decentralization
and democratization ('Popular Power') not the
"oppressive political dictatorships" decried by Professor
Gordon and rightist ideologues/ politicicans such as
Reagan, Haig, ~irkpatrick ~nd Allen. This tendency is
worth the attention of Americans for two reasons: first,
th~ strength of its democratic spirit serves to temper
uninformed fears of these societies' "sliding toward
to_talitari~nisl!l" as a result of thtir having been "tinged"
with Soviet aid; and second, it manifests this spirit in a
way which we Americans desire for ourselves. To take
one aspect of popular power, for example, the power of
recall: this provides a method of holding elected officials
directly accountable for their actions, the same objective
now being sought by the people of Massachusetts (and
meeting with strong resistance in high places there).
Thus. insofar as the people of Massachusetts and the
people of El Salvador share this democratic spirit, they
share much more in ..:ommon than their geographical

size. One major difference, however, is that the newlyindependent revolutionary societies mentioned above are
struggling to attain such democratic forms, whereas we
Americans· are struggling to regain them, viz. from
professional politicians, administrators, generals and
corporate heads. It is perhaps a bad case of philosophical
pessimism over the fate of a people having lost its
democracy which inclines Professor Gordon and the
"new right".to overlook the real-life democratic counterexamples noteel anove; chose others of us who reruse to
. share this debilitating pessimism, however, need not be
convinced by their tendentious arguments.
In any case, the ''ideology of the status quo" beneath
Dr. Gordon's perfunctory recognition of the rationality
of El Salvadors popular-democratic revolution, is
essentially irrelevant to the political reality, i.e., that the ·
weight of history is on the side of the popular-democratic
forces--the Democratic Revolutionary
Front/ Farabundo Marti Front for National Liberation,
·in the case of El Salvador. Such processes are on the
agenda of humankind, and have been for the better part
of the twentieth century, although Dr. Gordon has
presumably been too "busy" to notice. The reality of the
politically relevant ideology of ch::mge now being
developed in El Salvador is brought into relief when we
recall that in recent months the rector of the National ,
University of El Salvador, along with more than ·90
professors and hundreds of students, have been killed by
security forces (belonging to the moderate government,
the status quo, which the U.S. supports) and right wing
d~ath squads (which appear to work in close cooperation
with government forces) for the political crime of
publicly proclaiming a . (quite moderate) ideology of
change. Is the National U rriversity of EI' Salvador really
that far removed from U. Mass. that the reactionaries
here cannot comprehend why the events in El Salvador
are taking place?
Turning now to some of the blatant misinformation
offered by Professor Gordon: in support of his allegation
that the revolutionary government of Nicaragua has
become "pro-Soviet," Professor Gordon claims that
"Nicaragua has declared its support for the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan." Actually, there have been two
resolutions on this issue by the U .N. General Assembly.
One which "deplores" the Soviet action (Jan. l4,J980),
and another calling for "immediate withdrawal of foreign
troops" (Nov. 20, 1980). In neither case did Nicaragua
vote against the resolutions; both times the Nicaraguan
vote was an abstention, and this simply does not qualify
as a "declaration of st1pport." On the issue of fishing
rights aggression, we believe that the U.S. tuna boats are
being continually chased out of Peruvian and
Ecuadorian waters--this may signify the "true" nature of
the fishing rights squabble by illustrating whose
"interests" are at stake here.
. . As for Argentine wheat sales to the Soviet Union,
Argentina is simply practicing that time-honored fetish
of bourgeois economics, the doctrine of comparative
advantage. Professor Gordon, who co-teaches a course in
development here in our Economics Program, must
surely be an enthusiast of the theory (rather than the
the heretical theory of unequal exchange, god forbid!).
Perhaps Dr. Gordon is correct to note that the
Argentinians, those ardent champions of anticumt?unism, h~ve "compromised" themselves by
refusmg to submit to U.S. pressure aimed at establishing
backing for the grain em barge aganist the Soviet Union.
But where does that leave the eauallv ardent President \
Reagan, and these patriotic U.S. farmers. with their
(apparently successful) attempts to end the embargo? Are
they also "compromising" themselves, or just trying to
earn an honest buck (which is surely no more than the
Argentinians have ever done, is it Dr. Gordon)?
_By wa~ of_closing, and to dispel any.possible fear that
this note 1s directed at Dr. Gordon alone, a rejoinder is in
order to disparaging comments (heard at last week's
symposium on El Salvador) regarding Fidel's custom of
wearing rather plain military fatigues. Yes, it most
assuredly is (only!) a symbol, as are "Che" Guevara's
participation in the sugar came harvest, the Shah of
Iran's coronation, and President Reag_an's (w_ould it be
too harsh to call it ostentatious?) inauguration. These
are all symbols, it is true ... but symbols do have something
to say, and some of us prefer the message issued by the
admittedly modest gestures made by Fidel and "Che."
The text above should not (but almost certainly will) be
misconstrued. While highly critical of some tenets of
American policy and common beliefs, it is not intended
to be "un-American." Informed judgement forms the
basis of better policy and, by implication, a better United
States. In closing, let us leave you with an (admittedly
nasty, but Gordon's article was a nasty piece and we are
furious) bit of speculation: each empire has its 'Gordons '
an~ some die bravely ·at the gates to their Khartoum~,
while others ruminate bitterly over empires lost in the rice
paddies of Vietnam.
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The most incompetent woman I never met
Dear Carol,
One cannot help but wonder h·ow you survive
at this University. It is inconceivable that as
Director of Residential Life you can isolate
yourself from the students and get away with it
For three weeks The New Hampshire has been
trying to contact you .. .innumerable phone calls
have never been returned...... until yesterday
when you heard about the cartoon that The New
Hampshire planned to run in today's edition.
Well Carol, the cartoon appears below, despite
your efforts of innocent persuasion. But more on
this latf>r.
For three weeks your secretaries gave excuses
that you were at lunch or in conference. These
excuses were dispelled this past week when
Student Body Vice President Jodi Godfrey tried
to contact you.Your secretary accidently missed
the hold button on the telephone and Miss
Godfrey was able to listen as you told the
secretary to tell Jodi you were at h.mch.
Needless to say, Jodi was upset After all, ifthe
Student Body Vice President cannot contact you,
who can?
Of course it is conceivable for one to be so
busy as to make up a little white lie ...but really
Carol, for three weeks???
..
The hardest part of this dilemma is trying to
swallow your poor excuses yesterday afternoon
that you never received any ofthe messages from
The New Hampshire .
As sweet smelling as roses you spoke of
-"getting together in a few weeks from now to

discuss our concerns for residential life."
Thanks Carol, The New Hampshire will cease
. publication till the fall after next week, and the
students of this University will be engaged in
final exams.
But. ..........for some reason I thought it might
have been my recent letter to you which
prompted the sudden call.
A quick phone call back to your office
confirmed the obvious suspicions.
Your secretary revealed that she was aware of
the "cartoon which you ( The New Hampshire)
plan on n.tnning tomorrow-."

Case closed
Just a few weeks ago an estimated 200
students were denied rooms on campus because
they failed to hand in a computer card to your
office by a specified deadline. No cards could be
mailed in, all had to be personally delivered.
Students were given these cards one week after
they had put down a $50 deposit for rooms for
the fall.
Why weren't the students given the cards
earlier or at least warned of the cards?
No. Instead Residential Life slid the cards
under students' doors, where the cards were
stepped on, shuffled under rugs, cast aside and
stepped over.
Every card should have been personally
handed to the sudents.
And then there are the students who were
accepted to live on-campus this January who are
now being denied on-campus housing for the
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fall.
Residential Life failed to inform students that
these on-campus housing conditions were
"temporary". See the story on page three of
today's issue.
We should have expected it Just on the basis
of what we've seen happen in the past
Carol, remember a time about a month ago
when you left a Student Senate meetingjustafter
the speaker of the senate introduced the ten
dorm presidents from area II?
The presidents were directly representing
almost one third ofthe residential population yet
you had no time to hear their presentation.
The question was asked: "Where's Carol?"
Perhaps you were late for lunch?
The New Hampshire is concerned with
- Residential Life's treatment of the students.
All decisions are being made at the
administrative level and students are not being
allowed to voice their concerns in many issues.
Sure, a committee has been set up to make
suggestions on the expenditure of some areas of
finance for Residential Life, But if you continue
to treat the student_ representatives with such
disdain, we question the effectiveness of this
committee, or any student committee for that
matter.
The New Hampshire urges all students to write
to you Carol, at Pettee House or call you at 8622120 and demand your resignation.
Sincerely,
The New Hampshire

\
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·The world
according to Garth

rn AWFW-Y SORRY,
SON, T'D LOVE TO
HELP, BUT I HAVEN'T
- - , GOT A CENT ~FT'!

I

Some days I think I can save the world. Other days I care
enough to want to. Today is such a day. A really bad day reminds ine
of the phone company, but they don't care because they don't have
to. People at UNH have to start caring, and do something to combat
the reampant senselessness in their daily lives.
The stock question, "what is UN H's biggest prpblem, ignorance or
apathy?" invariably produces the same response of "I don't know or
I don't care."
Something is very wrong here. A university is supposed to turn
our dozens of bright young minds intent on curing the ills of the
world. Instead, we seem to have su~cumbed to a sort of educationby-the-numbers, a collegiate version of follow the dots in a tireless
quest for a mere piece of paper that tells the world, if nothing
else ...."I stuck it out".
Ignorance, apathy, an~ senselessness prevail at all levels of this
university. Actually, you can do almost anything, if you have a good
enough· reason--or even if you don't.
Take the recent student body Presidential elections. I think all
politicians are crooks. Periodically it's good to get a new bunch of
crooks. So .. .1 didn't vote-. It only encourages the bastards! What's
your excuse?
Iu '-C1~c yuu llou 't follow, I'm ~aylng If you thlnl<. enough to Justify
your actions, I have no problems with anything you may choose to
do.
A word to departing seniors: Some of you may think with your
last exam, your education is over. You are very wrong. This is where
education truly begins. "What do you mean?"·you cry. Well, if we're
going to have questions, must they be stupid ones? What I mean is:
the entire four years you have spent here will have been wasted if you
have not put some very specific effort into your own part.
The world is made up of people, not grades, and every single skill,
trade, and profession revolves around people ... nothing more.
Without the application of a few, simple interpersonal skills, all the
computer science in the world maight as well be underwater basketweaving.
Face it, you shouldn't spend all your life learning facts. The facts
you learn today are outdated with increasing frequency. What's
important are the concepts. They allow you to continue learning for
the rest of your life.
A solid foundation in math, science, and some of the more
concrete subjects should train your mind in structured thought. Art,
philosophy, and literature promote imagination and creative
thought. A combination of the two yields the bright.young mind that
can apply itself to a troubled world. So far, so good. So whats the
problem ? It all has to do with people.
The people around you in college are your greatest resource as
they will continue to be for the rest of your life. You learn more from
one another, through your differences and experiences, than any
text book could ever relate. This knowledge is the stuff that the
world is made of. Think back to that Friday afternoon in high school
spent struggling with French verbs and algebraic functions , and to
the Friday night that followed when you struggled with zippers and
morality. ( Remember how the boys always wanted to park by a yield
sign while the girls often preffered the security a stop sign offered?)
Now, ask yourself, where did you learn more ? The prosecution
rests.
The average student's obliviousness to people, and obsession with
grades underlines the senselessness of the educational process as it
now exists. If you don't believe me ... all I can say to you is drink more!
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WUNH
To the Editor:
On May 11, 1958, UNH radio began
broadcasting from the Memorial
Union Building as WMDR-offspring
of the "Mike and Dial" show. Almost
23 years later, the Freewaves has
evolved into one of the most respected
college radio stations in the United
States. As a station devoted to a wide
variety of progressive music, WUNH
reaches a potential audience of800,000
in New Hampshire, Maine , and
Massachusetts.
. WUNH is a non-commercial station,
a reputation we are very proud of. That
means no commercials, straight music.
But because we can't collect revenue,
we may sometimes run short in
bringing you the best quality and
service possible. So to maintain our
standards, we are again holding our
annual Marathon Weekend, today till
Sunday.
We're also holding many specials
this weekend , to emphasize our care in
pleasing you--the listener. Album
giveaways, concert tickets and three
live music broadcasts are just three
ways to show our appreciation. All we
ask is that you return the favor, in the
form of a pledge to WUNH. It's taxdeductible-you'll be glad you did.
And keep listening to the Freewaves.
In reality we're your station, so you
might as well enjoy your share. Our
goal is to serve your entertainment and
information needs--all we need is you
on the other end of the receiver.
Thanks for your support and enjoy
an album or two--on the Freewaves!
Commercial-free lives,
- The WUNH Staff
Dave Peterson, SD
Larry Jacobs, PAD
Thomas C. Christie, GM
Russ Dumont, PD
Odd Bob Costa, MD
John Otis, BM
Garth Tolman, TD
Joe Friedman, ND
Suellen Seabury, CA
Jill Arabas, PM
Fred Portnoy, CE

Drivers
To the Editor:
Twe years ago this week, Rita
Grimes, a 19-year-old student from
Stoke Hall, was fatally struck by a car
while crossing Main St. in front of
Congreve Hall. She was thrown 3040
feet upon the car's impact, and
underwent 5 hours of emergency
surgery before she died. Ms. Grimes
was one of five UNH students who
have been struck byu vehicles on Main
St., none of whom were using a
crosswalk when hit.
This letter concerns the thousands of
students, staff, and townspeople who
are either pedestrians or drivers on the
streets of Durham ...it concerns YOU .
According to N.H. laws concerning
the pedestrian's right of way in
crosswalks ( Ch.262-A:33), the driver of
a vehicle shall "yield the right of wa y,
slowing or stopping if need be to so
yield, to yeild , to a pedestrian crossing
the roadway within a crosswalk." As a
driver, this is your responsibility for the
safety of each person attempting to
cross the street before you, within a
marked crosswalk.
The town ca n't be ex pected to paint
crosswal ks wherever anyone would like
to cross, or D urham would be a
confusi ng mass of white stripes.
However, there a re certain locations
lacking crosswa lks which I feel require
them :
In particular, Mill Road (between
Shop-n-Save Plaza and Alexander
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Hall and Madbury Rd. (between St.
Thomas More Church and Pettee
Brook Market) merit immediate
attention. These crossings are well
travelled-one only has to look at the
trodden paths across Alexander's lawn
or watch the flow of students and
townspeople as Mass lets our on a
Sunday, to see that. I've brought these
concerns to the attention of George
Crom by, Director of Public Works in
Durham, intending that they be
implemented when the town
crosswalks are repainted in teh spring.
But the entire responsility shouldn't
be on the driver. It's a two-way street,
so to speak.
Any safety precautions instituted
against cars will be useless unless
students and townspeople become
aware of the traffic around them.
.. Pedestrians pay little attention to
crosswalks or officers controlling
traffic. People walk right in front of
cars without looking," says Arthur
Smart, a UNH Public Safety officer.
Last year, Smart tried to increase
student awareness by wearing a
sandwich board advocating the safe use
of crosswalks. He was informed by a
pedestrian, "I'm going to cross where I
want, when I want."
"You can only do so much to protect
people from themselves," Smart said.
Many people regard the extra few
yards to a marked crosswalk a waste of
time in their rushed schedules. By
always dashing blindly across the busy
streets in your haste, one day you too
may not ma '<e it.
I urge you, for your safety, to take
the time and use the crosswalks. If you
drive, be alert for the crossing
pedestrian. The crosswalks will be
freshly repainted within the next few
weeks. Perhaps you will see Mr. Smart
wearing his sign.
There is concern for your safety. But
it is a two-way street.
Thank you
Denise M . Sprankle

Caption
To the Editor:
I feel that the reference made about
"student seen after bathing in College
Brook" (April 28) was not only rude
but also in very bad taste after the
drowning incident that happened there
not three weeks ago. The Editor-inChief should have seen and rejected

(

I((

that caption because it had noth.i ng to do with the picture it accompanied and
made very close references to the
accident that occurred after a block
party earlier this month. There is no
need for the type of ridiculous lack ofresponsibility expressed by the writer
of the caption involved. Maybe if the
Editor-in-Chief kept a better eye on the
captions that appear in his newspaper,
he would cease to make such blatantly
wrong and obvious double meaning
captions that do not belong in any
newspaper at any time.
Michael W. Tivey
Alexander Hall

Ed!tor's note: the caption was in
reference to our coverage ol the recent
dumping of hazardous chemicals into
the College Brook and in no war was
any reference intended to the tragic loss
of Miss. Zerha.

Sun
To the Editor:
In these times of limited resources it
is most important that students and
citizens take it upon themselves to learn
about their energy. policy options.
People must decide how they will
supply their homes with energy and
how the country will go about
providing for its energy needs. The
Solar Energy Coalition is a group of
students who are working to help the
University community take a positive
approach to energy issues. In that aim
we are sponsoring a solar energy
festival on "Sun Day", May 3, from 1-5
PM.
In addition to many solar displays,
there will be an outdoor concert
featuring many local ·bands. The "Sun
Day" festival will take place in EastWest Park (the grassy slope you see
when you look out the window at
Pistachio's) and it is most important
for everybody to participate in this
celebration of our ultimate energy
source.
congratulations to those to be
honored at the convocation on
Sunday. When it is over you must come
to East-West Park and participate. We
are providing a fun and interesting
forum; it is up to you to make it
productive!
David N. Foley
Solar Energy Coalition
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Students are not alone in this plight, however. Senselessness
\._'1ereinafter defined as a lack of sense, common or otherwise ) strikes
·
all l;evels of the University community.
The service department, for example, shuts off the heat in April to
save energy; yet year round they heat water until it is steam. Then use
this steam to heat domestic hot water. This only becomes ludicrous
when you stop to consider that before water can be steam it must be
hot water. Ah well, such are the wonders of the side-tube heater.
After all, why not; twice the energy for half the heat. Little wonder
there is not enough money left in the energy surcharge account to
·
warrant a rebate.
In the MU B, in excess of $27,000 is spent anually for a service
contract that covers the heating, ventilating, refrigeration and air
conditioning equipment in the building. That amount is nearly twice
the salary of a skilled technician that could address these, and other
problems plaugeing the MU B, on a full time basis. Regretably there
is a ''policy" that prohibits duplication of services that are offered by
other departments, in this case PPO&M. Makes sense ... afterall,
policies that cost money are justwhat every University in the midst of
a fiscal crisis needs.
This perverse and contradictory sense of what is right extends to
all levels of state government in fact. Did you know that it is against
the law in NH to transport a dead body in an ambulance? Health
reasons you know. Ah, but there is a catch ... a body is not dead until
a doctor so pronounces it, usually in the .emergency room after it has
been brought in by ambulance
I offer no advice on how to deal with this lack of rational thought
that we stumble over at every step. But everyone who reads this and
stops to think about it is a step in the right direction. Personally, I
can't deal with it. I take refuge in endless trips to Sub-Stop where I
order my grinders smothered with hot peppers , and waste all my
change on the Galaxian machine. This approach is not flawless, too
many hot peppers cause post nasal drip, and I don't think that there
is life after 16,000 points.
So. Aloha Bobby and Rose, think not what your country can do
for you ... but rather will it do any good.

-Garth G.Tolman
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about letters
The Nei,i· Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the ed ito r and
prints them as space all ows, but cann ot gua ra ntee the inclusion of
a nv letter.
All letters must be typed , double spaced a nd a max imum of 500
words in order to be pri nted . All lette rs a re subjected to mino r
editi ng. Final decisions on letters a re the editor's.
Mail letters to: T he Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151.
Memorial Union Building. UN H, Dur ham. N.H. 03824 .
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e-ers
Gr·aduating Engin-_
There's still time
to join
The Tradition on the Move!
Lynnfield

RCA Career
Open House

Attend RCA's
Open House

\

N

\

Friday, May 8
Saturday, May 9

Career opportunities are available at RCA Burlington, right
now! RCA technologies extend from mini-.and microcomputers to distributed processing, electro-oRtics,
automafion, a-Rd C3I systems. As a recent graduate in
electrical engineering or computer science, this means an
opportunity for a variety of challenging work projects
ranging from tiny devices to super-systems .

.

·we are the only RCA plant in New ·England and employ 300
engineers. The informal structure means that achievers get
high visibility. And you always have the backing of RCA's
worldwide corporate resou_rces. Our employment has
ast 5 years alone, while sales have tripled!
doubled in the l_
And the future looks even brighter.
You are cordially invited to our Open House where our
managers will be happy to discuss an RCA career. A buffet
will be served. The Open House wi.1I be held Friday, May
8th from 5 PM to 9 PM and Saturday, May 9th from 9 AM to
2 PM. The location is shown on the map.
RCA

A Tradi-tion
on the Mov8!

Auto_mated Systems
Bedford Road (Route 62)
Burlington, MA 01833
If you have quesuons· or if you can't attend, but would like
to talk with us, please call our Professional College
iter, Dave Denaro, at (617) 272-4000 X3276.
Recru_
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Arts .& Features
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Senior BFA show culminat es four years of work
By Patrick J. Brennick
Dedication and commitmentfour long, arduous years of work,
all culminating in the B.F.A.
Senior Exhibition, which is an
astounding show. "One of the
best," many of the senior artists
whispered, enjoying the
recognition and the opening
Tuesday night.
The galleries were crowded with
spectators for the entire two hours,
trying to look at the works while· a
woodwind quintet played.
Usually, the crowds thin out after
an hour, but people left at seven,
tmowmg tfiey would have to return
to examine the art again.
The B.F.A. (Bachelor of Fine
Arts) program is a highly selective
major. Students who wish to
become a B.F.A. major must
submit portfolios of their works
for evaluation, and a professonial
selection committee choose£
deserving students to participate in
the program.
There is no quota of students to
fill slots, so only the best are
chosen. Only one ·m six Art
majors are in the B.F.A. program.
Senior B.F.A. students develop
a thesis in their final year of study,
and their achievements result in a
body of work which is submitted to
a B.F.A. exh1b"iiion selection
committee, and the best pieces are
pUL mrn me unal show, which is
put in the University Galleries.
I wenty-two graduating· seh1ors
are represent_ed in this year·s·show,
exhibiting various styles of
-drawing, painting and sculpture.
Each student has a strong grasp

o~ the mediu~ ~e or she is dealing
with, and this 1s reflected in the
works.
I found all of the artists' pieces
enjoyable, but there are some pieces in the show that really stand
out.
Valerie Cooper's abstract
paintings evoke strong moods
from the viewer. She works with
encaustic paints, which uses wax as
~ m~di:tim instead of oil. Her piece,
Pamtmg for my Mother" depicts
the bright colors of comfort
surrounded by the dar1c colored
swirls of insecurity.
Jackie Horn's "Beyond" uses a
variety of strong pastel colors to
show the effects of shadows and
depth · on a one-dimensional
surface. The artist takes the gray,
hard surfaces and finds a color
pattern that communicates the
beyond quality of the greys.
Jay Hagen's sculptures have an
industrial quality about them. He
uses metal and clay in his
sculptures. He uses clay because"it
is moldable. even to the point
where it can look like metal."
"Then I decided that instead of
having clay that looks like metal, I
would actually use metal. Metal
has a form i~pressed on it already,
but the clay 1s amorphie," he said.
Hagen combines the two into
pieces that look like they are in
decay. His piece "Ultima Thule" is
a good representation of decay.
The round image of the clay is
broken, with exposed metal bars
showing the industrial base.
Sara Carroll's still lifes on a quilt
shows the depth and balance of the
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Sculpture by Bachelor of fine arts senior Jay Ha-gen (Tim Skeer photo).

objects in persp~ctive. The quilts
are used for their patterning,
simplicity and the movement of the
pieces. The quilts enhance the still
lifes into a more stimulating work.

These student artists will
continue their endeavors, and will
have many art shows of their own
in professional galleries. This is a~
excel!ent opportunity to see some

Does.the butler himself know what he saw?
By Jack Low
Who knows what the butler saw.
He never showed up,anct·1t'saffto
his loss, for he missed out on lots of
underwear,lotsofcarnage,alittle
blood and a stageful of satirical
madness that was shocking,
unsettling and best of all, almost
believable.
The current University
Production of the Joe Orton farce,
"What the Butler Saw," (first
produced in 1969) is a fine
rendition of a play that still packs
many of the scandalous punches it
dealt out to British audiences
twelve years ago. It pokes at the
Women's Movement, Republican
government, Religion, Modern
Psychology, morals and · other
"sane" institutions of today with
round about witticisms, sight gags,
and classic irony.
It is British humor with moral
undertones that attack the
convenient labels of sanity and
insanity.
The play is set in a suburban
American psychiatric clinic run by
~ Dr. P~enti.ce (Scott Wilson) who
hves his Imes _as a_ perverted,
scheming, bearded psychiatrist.
He interviews Geraldine Barclay
(Susan Kromphold) for the job as
his private secretary. Little does
Miss Barclay know how private
her office duties will be, as she
proceeds to get undressed for the
kind doctor, thinking that a
physical examination is all part of
the interview business. You see,
this is the dizzy mis-s's first job and
she doesn't know better.
Kromphold's mousy voice and
bashful movements are a tribute to
her character, a character that
would initially outrage any
member in the Women's Studies
Department. Her pitiful innocence
should hopefully outrage all of us
sexists sitting smugly in the
audience, with our overcoats
thrown carelessly over the backs of
our seats.
Some of us however, will
''
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Rance'scharacterisacomicgem
probably be so excited over the particularly good as he makes his
little lady's carnal display, that our role switch from bellhop to boy that Boyle polishes with some
moral pretexts will temporarily be friday in drag. The transition is brilliant acting and role
smooth and Dunbar is able to milk interpretation.
put aside. Tis a pity.
Mrs. Prentice (Suzanne a scene to its fullest comic . There are rough spots that
disturb the flow of laughter and
Portnoy) enters stage left in the potential.
Dr. Rance (Michael Boyle), a believability in the play. (All this
beginning of the first act, as her
husband, the doctor, is about to psychiatrist who comes to inspect convoluted craziness still needs to
probe deeper into the interview. Dr. Prentice's private clinic, is acquire some degree of
The doctor's wife does not see the consistently in step with the believability before we, the
prospective secretary, for she hes . comedy this play breeds. Fifteen audience, react to it.)
The scenes requiring physical
unclothed on a couch behind the minutes into the second act (which
curtain. Mrs. Prentice complains was generally funnier than the struggle among the actors were
of being raped by a bellhop, while first), he expostulates on the many failures. Nobody seemed to put
her husband attempts to cover up neuroses of man. Following hi~ any heart into these scenes. We saw
the naked truth of his character by call to duty, he will write a book, frigid pattycaking instead of
keeping his wife clear of the inspired by . the "buggery·, passionate tug-of-wars between
curtain, for with one peek, she -outrageous women, strange love the characters that Orton has
cults and depraved appetites, "that loaded with frustration. His
could unveil that ugly truth.
Portnoy plays her part well. She he has witnessed during his everyday "patients" should have
punched harder and put up more
is the troublesome wife ofa doctor. inspection of the clinic.
She is loud, as shamefully lustful as
the doctor, and pops in on her
husband at all the wrong times.
Her frumpy posture and careless
movements are a good visual
display of licentiousness.
The play continues with more
cover ups. Doctor Prentice's ·
problems multiply as he tries
metaphorically, to zip up his pants
and be done with the whole
botched attempt of seduction.
He has to deal with a policeman
(Anders Tornberg) who has coine
to investigate Nick the bellhop
(Peter Dunbar) on a separate
charge.
From here the play becomes a
series of costume changes
exhibiting men in drag, women
posing as qien and back again.
Tornberg as Sergeant Match
gives a fine performance ·as a
policeman, gritting teeth after he
has something to say of legal
caliber. His close cropped haircut
is of course, standard police gear
and he is convincing as a cop who
always gets his man.
Dunbar as Nick the Bellhop is
equally comic, both in the role of
an itchy masher(the bellhop) and a
fur legged female. His timing, a
"What the Butler Saw" will play through Saturday in the Johnson
crucial part of comedy, i~
'
Theater (George·Schwartz photo).

of the rising new artists in one of
their first exhibitions. The show is
open now until July 2 in the
University Galleries in the Paul
Creative Arts Building.

of a struggle than the people we
saw practically dancing with each
other on stage.
Lines were also rushed when
they needed to be paced, for some
of the intellectual jokes take a
moment of thought.
The set is a realistic portrayal of
a modern psychiatrist's office, with
a purple sky that looms overhead,
a reminder of farce.
Director Gil Davenport did a
smooth job of adapting this British
play to the American stage, and of
moving his characters in and out of
doors and windows.
The play itself has its faults, for
much of the comedy is centered
upon quick turns of phrases.Jokes
like "You can't be a rationalist in a
rational world that isn't rational,"
and "You should consult a
qualified psychiatrist" with the
volled reply of "I am a qualified
psychiatrist," (two lines spoken
between the two doctors) are jokes
that stink. They're not funny.
They're cute. Once in a while cute
is O.K. Once in a while, these
absurdist insights deserve a laugh.
But too many of them is too much
for a two hour play, and Orton's
script needs to be weeded of these
flowers that clutter an otherwise
fertile piece of humor.
This play is British humor, and
British humor is different from
American humor although recent
trends see them merging together.
A general rule of the differences
can be summed up in this
definition: The English finds the
everyday as extraordinary; The
American finds the extraordinary
as everyday;
"What the Butler Saw" is British
humor. It is Joe Orton's
conception of everyday life, and
that life is madness. We need to
·stop and recognize this madness
today, before it starts to hurt us
tomorrow, before we fall into an
insane void that will be much
worse than the one Orton has
created in this unsettling, volatile
piece of drama.
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Is there a chance that I'd hang myself with my belt? .
The door slams shut with such force it vibrates
through me and echoes off the metal walls, drowning
out my startled y~ll. Already I'm having second
thoughts about this.
My body seems to swell, pushing what little space
that remains in the cell tight against the walls.
It's only for a night I assure myself, but my heart
isn't as easily convinced. It pounds at my chest
. This afternoon I was a college student but tonight,
I'm just another prisoner behind bars, in a six by eight
,
foot cell.
Another crash of metal against metal. Again I jump.
Prisoners must have to get use to that in a huny. I
assume the noise was the outer security gate I had just
been led in through being shut, but I'm not sure; I can't
see it through the small rectangular hole in the door.
The cell door is littered with black heel marks from
being kicked by those who, unlike myself, had no
choice about being here.
I remember the agreement I made with the
Portsmouth Police this afternoon that allowed me to
spend the night in their jail only if I followed the
customary procedures. This includes: all personal
possessions being left at the desk, including eye---.
glasses. Shoe laces are taken out and belts taken off.
Coulc.l 1.,-=:tug lucked up fur only one night cciuGc

someone to try to hang themselves with a belt?
Evidently the police didn't think so in my case, for they
never asked for either my belt or laces.
Three of the walls of the cell and ceiling are steel,
painted white and riddled with small holes just large
enough to fit a flair pen through.
Yellow darts of light from the center hall filtered
throul!h them highlighting letters and sometimes
words of the scraped-in grafllti. "Roy loves Laura,"
·"Paul '80'," "You gotta believe." I w~nd~r what they_
used to scratch with?
I catch sight of a drop of moisture briefly as it
dribbles into one of the lighted circles on the wall and
then disappears again into the shadows. I feel like a
mouse inside a big keg of swiss cheese looking out.
Two narrow wooden planks, taking the form of
bunks are bolted into the left waJI and extend the
distance of the cell. A railing on the outer edge seives
no other purpose than to wedge me against the cold
damp steel There's no way I can sle~ on this thing.
Toe toiiet witn no seat or cover and only a couple of
inches of water in the bowl "is in the far comer, if a far
come_r exis.t s in this place. I couldn't drown myself in
that if! wanted-to: A suiveillance camera on the wall
across from the bars peers into the cell. The red light
below it testifies that it is on.
I wonder if they are out there watching me on the
monitor? Thank God I don't have to use that toilet, I

don't know if I could.
The North Church chimes once. Eleven thirty. Or is
it twelve thirty? No, I would have heard it strike
midnight Eleven thirty and already I'm bored and
losing track of time. A half an hour ago I was at home. I
could be there now, watching the last few minutes of
Bob Lobel on the tube.
A radiator, somewhere in the cell block, begins
spurting off steam, breaking the deafening silence that
echoes off these walls. I begin counting the seconds in
between spurts to see if there is any pattern forming.
They weren't kidding when they said there would be
nothing in here to do.
I hear the wooden door creep open and I hear the
cops laughing and cussing in the office. It's good to
hear other voices outsjde of my own thoughts.
Whoever it is must have pushed a button releasing a
lock on the outer security gate because I hear a
humming and the gate swings open.
It's funny I didn't hear that noise before when
Captain Frasier brought me in. I'm already beginning
to realize the importance of a sense of imagination; to
be able to create a picture of action going on around me
that I'm unable to see.
Footsteps snap sharply against the concrete floor
to,va.rdo me. Vlhcit ohould I be doing ,vhen he comco'?

Where should I be? Why am I acting so suspicious? I
haven't done anything wrong.
The cop stops in front of the bars. "How's it going in
there?" he asks. I recognize his face, a friend of my
brother-in-law. I relax and we shoot the bull for a
couple minutes. It's nice to talk to someone. "I'll see if
I can get you a blanket if we have any," he says as he
departs.
I'm glad to see him go. Although I miss the
company, I don't like being seen behind these bars like
a common criminal or drunk. I'm not, I remind myse1£
Peering into the small holes in the side walls I find a
much better assortment of graffiti than in my own cell.
I'm actually a bit envious. And then I catch myse1£ Am
I going nuts-? I can't believe I'm getting this excited
over such a stupid thing. But anything newly
discovered in here is something to cheer about.
My favorite reads: "J.J. Lane eats pootane." It's got a
nice ring to it I think. I wonder what these unknown
poets would do if they knew their work was being
critiqued?
Again the silence of the block is broken. Someone is
coming in. No, it sounds like two, or maybe three. I
rush to the door to see but it is impossible, it's out of
my line of sight I wish I knew what was happening.
"Take your shoes off and get in there" a voice says. I
look through a hole on the right wall and a man
stumbles into the adjacent cell. He weaves his way to a

MUSO Film Series
Presents:
The love that keeps
them together
is tearing them apart.

by Tom Mooney

bunk and collapses on it below my line of sight His
door slams shut and again I jump, but not as much as
the first time.
We are separated only by the thinness of the steel
wall. The smell of cheap booze and dirt diffusing
through the small holes is almost too much to stand.
But I freeze in my position, not sure whether or not to
make any noise that would alert him of my presence.
His weeping sounds muffled as if he were trying to
hide it in his shirt sleeve.
Maybe I shouldn't be listening, whydon'tl mind my
own business? But I cot;itinue to listen, drawn
towards the reality of the situation.
He passes out before I have a chance to talk to him
or even move. It's just as well though, I wouldn't want
him peering in at me invading my privacy any more
than he would appreciate knowing that I'm doing that
to him now.
I need to rest I sit on the narrow bunk, my back to
the wall.
What seems like minutes but could be hours later, I
hear a voice in the cell block. I must have dozed off
because I didn't hear the electric door open. Again the
voice.
"Come on Walter, it's time to go." I peer through the
hole again into my fellow inmAt~•~ cPll The bottom
half of a cop stands in the dooiway. "Walter get up."
So that's his name.Walter slowly sits up and blocks
my vision with his head like someone covering the
lens of a camera as you're looking through it
"It's time to go. Here, put your shoes on."Where are
they taking him? More ofWalter comes into focus as
he steps away from · my restricted sight His
permanent pressed gray pants are ground with dirt but
his socks are in suprisingly good condition. For some
reason I was expecting them to have holes.
I'm unable to see any higher than his waist I wish I
could see his face to know if he is young, old, or has
been beaten up, but I guess I never will.
Walter turns away from the cop and is handcuffed
behind his back and let out. The security gate slams
shut but this time I don't jump. The thought ofgetting
used to this place scares me. I can't wait until six
o'clock when they let me out of here.
I scan Walter's empty cell again for new graffiti and
find another good one down near the floor directly
across from me. I don't know how I missed it before.
It reads: "God is mywitness" signed, "Hell's Angel."
A bit paradoxical perhaps, but it gives me soniething
to think about to pass the time. However I'm
beginning to realize that sleep is the best answer to
this problem and I concentrate on doing Just that
JAIL, page 17

mua PUB WEEKEND
Two nights of

NEW WAVE

A Singles Release Party!

A FILM BY
BERNARDO BERTOLUCCI

~ omnwamm._(ii)_

giving away a new single!
Admission: $2.00 at door

An exotic, startling funny
film with a blend of
reality and dream.
Produced by: Giovanni Bertolucci
Directed by: Bernardo Bertolucci

Sunday, May 3rd.
7:00 & 9:30 pm
Strafford Room, MUB
Admission $1.00
Coming Thursday:
"The Stuntman"

The New Wave hit band!
Admission: $1.50 at door
UNH ID & Proof of Age Required
All Shows Begin at 8:00 pm
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Heaven's Gate: weak
By Stan Olshefski
Heavens Gate is a poorly pieced
together film. This second, re-cut
version, is a reminder of how
vitally important the director's
film insight must be to achieve
·artistic coherence. Without
effective direction, well done
elements of a film stand separate
from each other; offering no
continuity.
Vilmos Zsigmond's cinematography is strong and captivating.
The dramatics of Kristoferson,
Walken and Huppert are at least
competent. The story, written by
Cimino, is in itself interesting, but
these elements are set alone.
Cimino fails to integrate the
images, the acting and the story.
The result is a disappointing
motion picture. Disappointing,
because if put together will, it
would h~ve been quite goull.

Set in the expanding western
America of the late nineteenth
century, the narrative centers
around two contrasting storylines.
Of primary concern is a love
triangle involving Kristoferson,
Walken and Huppert.
Kristoferson portrays a well
bred Harvard graduate whose
patriotic drive has carried him
west, as marshall of a county.
Noble enough. Walken, whom we
recognize as Steven in The
Deerhunter, has somehow gotten
involved as a hired gun for local
greedy landowners. Both of these
men are inconvincingly in love
with the madame of the local
Bordello, played by Isabelle
Huppert.
In the background are flocking
immigrants who have come for the
fruited plain. Instead they are
confronted with a death list of over
a hundred names, concocted by the
greedy landowners. Caught in the
middle, is the tedious love triangle,
from which the two men and their
c~mmon lady emerge to check the .

slaughter.
While this idea is decent, the
poor directing effort s}\ort-changes
both lines of narrative. The lover's
triangle in contrast to the plight of
the immigrants is awkwardly
paced. There is an uncomfortable
juggling of themes. I left the
theater, not at all entertained, not
moved, uninformed and with a
headache.
The poster for Heaven's Gate ,
seems purposly modelled in a
classic Gone With the Wind style.
There is a close-up drawing
showing Kristoferson cradling
Huppert, like Gable's embrace i~
with Vivian Leigh. The caption
above it reads, "The Only Thing
Greater than their passion for
America, was their passion for ,,... , .....,
each other."
The film itself very obviously
tries matching the vigor ~nd epic
scale of Gone With the Wind; the
latter of which it does, forty
million dollars worth.
Director Cimino's Deerhunter
categorized him as one of the great
contemporary filmmakers. With
this failure many critics have
unreasonable slashed at Cimino,
practically damning his future in
film.
Michael Cimino demonstrated
in Deerhunter a tremendous
cinematic talent. He is a young
filmmaker. Part of growing
artistically means sometimes
failing.
The undertaking of Heaven's
Gate may have been premature of
perhaps reports of st\ldio pressure
to rush the project turned into a
bureaucratic mess. Regardless,
film critics should be more
'concerned with film integrity and ·
artistic evaluation and less
concerned with presumptuous
judging.
If Cimino is stifled for Heaven's
Gate failure, the American Film
Industry will have made a mistake.

~-----JAIL----- continued from page 16

Suddenly I am aroused from a restless slumber by a
familiar voice, "~et up, it's time to go." What? Am I
dreaming? Didn t they take Walter out a few hours
ago? "Come on, it's six o'clock."
I open my eyes to a sliv~r of morning sun, shining
through a chip in the black paint covering a window
across from my cell.
As I pass through the heavy wooden door, the cell
block gate slams shut behind me and !jump. Ifs good
to be back to normal.
I take my time walking back to my car even though
the cold morning air makes my teeth rattle. It feels
good to be able to go where I want to.

.------~-----iiiiiiiiiiiiiil....- -......................--------

by Dave Litten

OMISSION
I~ was omitted from Tuesday's
review of the Writers Series that
Ursula Hegi is a 1979 graduate of
the UNH writing program and will
be teaching a section of fiction
writing (English 625) in the fall.
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Luncheon Special
( week _of May 4)

Chicken Florentine s2.50
with sn1all salad
Don't Forget Afternoon Coffee
Serving Desserts & Appetizers
from 2:00-4:00 Sun-Fri

l SOLAR ENERGY FESTIVAL!
*Outdoor Concert:
'3y Hook or By Crook
Secondhand Rose
*Solar
Bill Morrissey
Taylor Whiteside
Last Chance String Band

*Speakers:

WEDNESDAY-SPAGHETTI DAY
$1.95 for all spaghetti dishes

Energy Displays

Lunch Sun-Fri 11:30-2:00 pm
Afternoon coffee Sun-Fri 2:00-4:00
Dinner Sun-Sat 4:00-9:00 pm
Weekly Specials

*Earth ball

Dr. Fred Mana ssa: 'Photovoltaics'
Dr. V.K. Mather: 'Solar Power Towers'

WHERE - UNH East ~Vest Park (beside MUB)
WHEN - Sunday, May 3, 1-5 pm ·
.
RAIN? - Strafford Room

FREE ADMISSION
Sponsored by Solar Energy Coalition

,________ --,
r- - - - - - - - .... - ...... ___
I
Bring This COUPON
: · in and get a FREE
I dessert , with your meal.I
1

l

L--- -------- --·----------------..J
Located at 56 Main Street Durham
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Personals

lfi

Dear Mary Lou (J .W.) Yesterday's
adventure was the most fun I've had in a
long time. We had to be nuts to go wading
in the waters of Ogunquit. Too bad we
didn't top it off by running out of gas. Keep
·
in touch - L.A.

S. Bigelow P.• thanks for the friendsh~p.
good times, and effort you devote to the
house. Happy P.O. to you and Sean. Oh
yeah, and thanks for choosing me. Love ya
tons, Susan.
Cawole, chat with me forever. I love you,
and you'll always be special. I weally
woud wuv to "blend" with you and
Wandy, Sheiwa and Gawee Saturday
night. Go weally, weally wild at the P.O.
Love yo, Loofa.
Susie Gordon - my little sis. You're the
best prep Alpha Xi has ever had. This is
your P.O. Go Nuts. I've really enjoyed all
'W'Vo'vo dono . Horo'o to you, mo, and AZ.

Loy!;l, .Your big sis.
Dan- Only 31 more days
Cher- I still don "t know who., s
grandmother owns Scorpios or if it was
because he had fish for dinner out. I guess
Texas has something to offer after all!
These past two years have been the
greatest. From F.TA to GH to late night
runs to Humphrey's. Good ole 523 will
never be the same - Who'll be there to
powerboot Sc;:hnapp's from the loft or
leave the letter rotting on the desk?We've
been through it all and even though you
won't be there next year to wake me up
with your late nights, I'll still be there to
wake you up in class . You 've been the
greatest. Love, Nance

Emporium India
Main St. Durham

Our Lease Expires May 30th
Great Dis.c ounts on All Full Priced Merchandise

For your summer wardrobe needs ...
Hours 10:00~5:00 Monday-Saturday

Wellwood?????? STOP- We have what
you want for less. Desk top kitchen
appliances, pets. linen, beer mugs, bike
supplies, records, coolers, grills, we have
what dorm residents. frats, sororities, and
commuters want but for less. Drop by. (In
·
the Shop and Save Mall.)
Cindie- Congratulations cutie! You're
finally a sister. Thanks for being such a
special daughter. I look forward to many
more good times and memories with you
in Chi 0 ... Love ya, Inger
Expo-81- May 1 and May 2nd
Craftsmen line Main Street. (space
available, ask store owners) May 2nd Free
Flea Market outside at Wellwood (space
available, ask Wellwood fro details) A
weekend to spend on campus! EXPO 81 .
Summer sublet with fall option in
Newmarket on Main Street. Spacious
living quarters (large living room with
large bay windows. bedroom, kitchen,
bath) porch. heat included , rent
negotiable. Off Street parking near Kvan. Call Kathy at 659-6259 evenings.
Don't be one of the 9,500 UNH students to
miss out on the biggest social event of the
spring!!! 500 tickets available for each
night. The Nubs, M-Fatics, Food, and ·
refreshments at Sigma Beta.
Ann Bev. Congratulations on becoming a
new sister at XR . You have been the best
daughter a mom could ever have!
Help build Campus Gay Awareness into a
strong active student organization . Many
people are graduating and leaving and we
need people to carry it on for the future .
Come to an organizational meeting to
plan for next fall. New members and any
interested persons are very welcome.
The meeting will be held THURSDAY May
7. 7:00 -8 :00 p.rn. in Ham-Smith 225.
Come get involved and help make UNH a
better place. Open to all men and women,
gay and straight. Sponsored by Campus
Gay Awareness.
5/ 5
Sigma Beta 's annual spr ingfest is still
on!I This may be our last. hurrah so we're
going out with a bang . Tickets on sale
from Sig Beta brothers only . Ticket sales
end at 4 pm Friday. Do yourself a favor and
be there!!!
Muffy, Sissy, Bea, Dick, and Andy. You
were all fantastic! I loved working with
you and the memories will last forever .
Area I will always be the best, you're all
wonderful. I love you , EM
To the Devine 3rd floor floopers who love
the front row of Murkland 110. I love you!
Thanks for the support, you made the
show. I'm going to miss all the excitement
this summer. but next year is corning .
Thanks again, cuties. Love. alas .. .Bun .
Frisbees-Water Pistols-Styrofoam
Coolers and sunglasses and lots of other
goodies at Wellwood Stores in the
Shopping Plaza .... .
Day of Rernernbrance--ln the Jewish
Calendar, May 1 has been set as YOM
HASHOA. the day of remembrance. At
this time, we remember the horrors of1he
Holocaust. We dedicate ourselves to fight
against hatred and intolerance. Temple
Israel, 200 State St.. Portsrnou\h shall
hold a special service of rernernbril,1ce on
Friday even ing, May 1, at 8pm . The
service is dedicated the the memory of the
six million.
,- - -: .
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If you have a $10,000 job waiting for you,
you could have an American Express® Card
right now.
Trade the card you've been using every day
for the Card you'lJ be using the rest of your life.
You're about to leave school and enter a whole
new world. You've got great expectations. So
d~s American Express. For you.
That's why American Express has created a

traveled use for business lunches, buying clothes
for work, paying for vacations - for all sorts of
after-school activities.
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is
to start out as if you were already established. And
just having the Card gives you the chance to
establish a solid credit rating.
So trade up now. You'll find application forms
on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll-free

special planthat reduces the usual application

800,528,8000 and ask for a Special Student Appli,

requirements - so you can get the Card before
you finish school.
All_you need to apply is a $10,000 job or the
promise of one.
You'll use the Card the wealthy and the well-

cation. And set yourself up for next year before·
you finish this one.

The American Express®Card.
Don't leave school without it.

•.

• • - , I
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Jeff. We didn't print the arti~I~ becau~
we're waiting for some more Juicy gossip.
Don't worry you'll make the front page
soon. - From just a friend!
Laurie- Congratulations and welcome to
AZ! Pledging is finally over and I'm_ so
happy that you're now a sister. You did a
terrific job! Lots of love, Sarah
CLANCY. Congrats on your new jo~. but
y6u're certainly going to be missed
around here. We've had a lot of fun o_ver
the past 6 months ... after-hours parties,
dancing to "Baby Love," (NICE BUMI),
watching endless episodes of G.H., or the
real soap opera, "ALL MY NIPPERS," latenight munching at Weeks, ("you can stay
at my apartment ... "). Also, the ''Runaway
Hotline," (just take off your clothe_s. and
everything will be o.k.!); mimosa
breakfasts, and Italian picni_cs, (you never
know who will pass out m your bed!).
You've been a great boss, and an even
better friend. You've always been there,
whether for a "talk" in your office, and
emergency run to Wentworth· Douglass,
or just to borrow your "car" on laundry
day. We will keep in touch.and you can
"uur 1l on u 1e gang rrom me Rosa aroppmg
in for dinner, (on you, of course!) and
pitchers of margaritas, (so you can get
drunk and pick someone else up.) Well,
all I V..:ant to say is congratulations, good
luck, and thanks. It's been fun. All my
love, (Sorry, I meant to say lust!) the short
kid
Marie- Congratulations little sis!!
Welcome to Phi Mu. Get PS
"Skary", Is this what you've waited four
years for? Hope it gets you through the
next few weeks. But. if this doesn 't work,
there are always "spookies" and "full
moons" to help you out. Good Luck! Your
roorn.'!'ate the "Spaz."
Sending a message: Say it with the
sparkle of a helium BALLOON BOUQUET,
the "greeting card" sure to be
remembered. Quick delivery. Call any day
9 to 9. 659-5648.
TWO LIVE BANDS for the price of one! At
Sigma Beta Friday and Saturday nights.
Only 500 tickets available each night to
see the "NUBS" and "M-Fatics." Get
yours now.
Lisa, you know we missed the actual
sunrise at the beach, I believe that we
should go again, agreed? Thanks for a
great evening. Sorry I fell asleep at t~e
beach! Hey it's 6:02, gotta run . See you m
class .
Holly- I didn't pass out on the bed ·
maybe next time I will· it depends on how
good you are • but if you want me to
leave ... Don't start undressing till I'm gone
·cause you've got awfully nice pockets!
Watch our marquee for the latest movies
being shown at the FRANKLIN
BALLROOM every Sunday thru
Wednesday . Open to all ages, 2 shows
nightly 7 :30 & 9 :30. See you at the
FRANKLIN for the best movies in the area.
To my little Sister Caroline, Welcome to
sisterhood of Alpha Xi Delta! You were a
great pledge and an even better little
Sister. We'.re all proud to have you here.
This weekend is for you-enjoy it. Love Big
Sis Kathy.
To Rob in TKE and Paul in Phi Mu Delta :
This weekend should bring a lot of
SURPRISES but only if you 're good and
you know what we mean by good . Ready
for some three wheeling on the beach and
we do mean three. Get ready for some
small candy little boys and get psyched for
an Awesome P.O. Love and kisses etc
Kathy and Deb.
To my little Sis Lynn : Well kiddo, you did it.
I always knew you could. I hope you're
excited for tomorrow night, it's your niqht
kiddo, go for it. Love, your big sis Deb.
Hey N! Yes, you, stop wishing someone
sent you a personal because no-one
would! Cockle Doodle Doo to you . Have a
super 20th, and get psyched for some
good times this summer in good old Conn .
H.B.D.! Love ya, N.
Kevin the renowned DJ of the FRANKLIN
BALLROOM continues this week end to
spin and dance with the latest rock and
new wave music. For the 20 year olds and
older; it's the FRANKLIN BALLROOM for a
fun night.
Holly- My drinking and now chugging
partner: Scorp's and Nick's never had it so
good. Great times in the past and more
coming up fast . Especially with our
mansion . T.C. & B.G. - Love "Dr. M ." P.S.
Almost forgot THE most important part ·
"Happy Birthday to You ... "
Ken, Bruce, Ed, Paul, Bruce, Craig, and
Frank: I know this is late --SORRY.
Thanks for helping me with my T&M
project. You guys were great! I -Liz. P.S.
Scot· "YA DONE GOOD!"
Wanted : Used mini , room refrigerator.
Must work well. Call Carrie 7, am-3 pm
862-2483 or Nights and weekends 7781633.
AZ "New Sisters " Congratulations! Have
a great time this weekend. We're gonna
go wild! Love AZ. "Old Sisters."
Our Record Prices Can't be Beat.. . Have
you seen the ones we have selling for
$5.49??????Wow ... At Wellwood's of
course .......
Peggy D, You're the greatest litt_le sister
ever! Get psyched for a great time this
weekend . Love, Your big sis.
ATTENTION Dance-A-Thon Dancers:
Finally the T-shirts are in and we will be
having a get-together May 7th at 8-10 pm
in Hetzel Lounge. Refreshments and Tshirts! (finally).

Marie . Congratulations little sisU
Welcome to Phi Mu. Get psyched for the
P.O . . we'll have to go completely wild!
Love, Sue.
· Mark . Get ready for the best time of your
life • a Phi Mu Pledge Dance. Go Wild.
Sue.
Andrew Penaskovic, Penaskovic,
Penaskovic. Just because you've been to
as many Phi Mu Pledge Dances as I have,
don't think you're in for the same old
thim;I Get ready for the wildest time ever.
You're gonna be dancing on tables!
Missy . Congrats on becoming a sister!
You are the greatest. Prepare to go totally
wild at the P.O. & look out for the swamp
walk! Love, your big sis, Elissa.
Have you seen our bicycle accessories
yet?????Check our low, low prices at
Wellwood Stores at the Durham
Shopping Center. Open 9-9 Monday thru
Saturday.
. .
Come to a panelist discu_ssIon on
Violence, May 6th. Paul Creative Arts at
7:30 Free Admission .

To my fellow Senior sisters in /JIZ, this is it,
and we deserve a wild one. Have the best
time this weekend, but lets live to see day
22. Evie's dying to hand us our golden 40
days and 40 night diplomas. I'll miss you
and the rest of /JIZ, but you'll always be my
best memories of my 4.0 colleae days.
Untli the 'twelfth day of never, Loofa.
Ninarehi, it'll all work out, now and
forever, so be cool, be bad! I'll cherish
always every moment we've shared. La
Mesa or bust? Love and kisses. Susan.
CALIFORNIA • Interested in going? I'm
leaving the end of June and need one or
two riders. If interested, please contact
Dick in 209 Englehart. 868-9827 or :l.·
1582.5/8.
The Sisters of Phelta Beta Thi announce
their long-awaited, orgasmic lusty month
of May Men's Tea. To be held in Sharon's
Room on May 1st around 4. Please attend
and see what hedonism is all about with
the wild wanton women of Phelta Beta
Thi.

· The lntercollege Biological Sciences
Organization, in conjunction with the
L.S.B. Leakey Foundation and the
UNH Marine Program, presents

DR. ROGER PAYNE
WILL SPEAK ON

COMMUNICATION
& BEHAVIOR OF
WHALES
Noted cetologist Roger Payne. whose recordings of humpback whale "songs"
helped usher in a decade of enlightenment regarding whale intelligence and
behavior and raised the public's conscience about the decimation of worldwide whale populations. will present an audio-visual lecture highlighting his
research of the past J 1 years.

May 4, 7:30 p.m. in Johnson Theater,
Paul Creatiue Arts Center, UNH.
National Geographic's film '7he Great Whales"
will be screened after the lecture. Both lecture
and film are free and open to the· public.

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
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The sisters of PBT, bros and friends,
announce the 1st annual LMMDP in the
Chick's room. Be there Joe!!!
SARI & MIKE: Thought we'd be thefirstto
wish · you both a "Happy Graduation!"
Hey, ifwe have to be "Mand B", shouldn't
·vou guys have to be "Sar Bear and the
Bear Trap," or something like that?1 ·
Come up and visit soon. love, M&B
Linda, Kim, and Dawna: Welcome to the
"family," as real true "sisters." I just wish
I was aoina to be around longer to enjoy
you guys. At any rate I'll be 'back to visit
Often! Much love, your great big sis!

To the gay students -of UNlCto-· thestudents who are questioning their
sexuality, and the straight students who
want to get to know gay people better: .
come to the final gay coffeehouse THIS
Friday, May 1, 8:00-10:00 pm in the Philip
Hale Room, Paul Creative Arts Center.
Sponsored by Campus Gay Awareness.
GET TICKETS NOWI For Sigma Beta's
Springfest tonight and saturday. Ticket
sales End at 4 pm Today (Fri). Don't Miss
this party.

-...:...-=----..==---------

To my Little sister Julie; This has been an
awesome semester ... accidents on skates,
midnight kegs, P.T.'s, morning raids and
scoping for P.O. dates (Which we finally
D- What does this make it, one hundred· found!) You're the best, even if you are
and forty-three personals to none? Well, I
taller! Go absolutely WILD May 2nd,
guess I'll let it go, cuz I know the thought
you've worked for it and it's all for you!
was there ... but I wHI insist on the $5 you
X~O~~J~ud:::.Y11.:.·---------=;;;.;...~
owe me!! love, me.
--scOPEhasafew(about20)RobinLaneT1Vlaureen · I may not have been sure shirts that will be available for $5 each.
before but it's definite now· you're the ' Come by the Scope office, rm 124 MUB.
one. P.S. Have an excellent day and keep Mon May 4 between 12:00 an.di.
-- smiling. Love, Dennis.
To the Person wh~ Retumed -;,,y IO's to
Janetos House on Wednesday . Thank
_y~u very much • I appreciate it!

NICKS
LIVE

CROSSFIRE

Tuesday May 5th
9:00 -

CLOSING

ALSO: Watchforournew
luncheon menu, and
REMEMBER - Dinner
Specials Everyday

SUMMER
SESSION
STARTING

•

May 25 & June 22

The leader in soft lens science.

ARE THEY FOR YOU?
We Can Help You Find
The Answers
Because we believe that the health of yo~ir eyes
should not be compromised .and to provide the
highest quality of care; we carry only the most advanced contact lenses available today.

Call for more information and in-office trial.

WE OFFER:
*complete eye exam with each fitting
*full serviee contact lens care
*new FDA approved softlens for extended wear
*satisfaction guaranteed

SCHOOL FOR
LIFELONG LEARNING
UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Memben American Optometric Association
and N.H. Association of Optometrists

DR. ALIE & MENARD
476 Central Ave.
Dover, N.H.
742-5719
Mon. Tues, Thurs. Fri. 9-S
Sat 9-12

Jenkin~ Court
Durham, N.H.

868-1012
Mon, Thurs, Fri. 9-5

CLOSED WED~ESD..\ Y

at

Merrimack Valley College
Manchester, NH 668-0700

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY~ MAY 1, 1981
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EL SALVADOR
TEACH-IN DAY
Saturday, May 2, 1981
10 am - 3 pm
Carrol-Belknap Room, MUB

· --AGENDAPlenary Session
Workshops:

·. 1) Video discussion by Mauricio Silva,
former Assistant Minister of Planning to

the first junta in El Salvador (Oct. 1979 - ,
Jan. 1980)
2) The composition of the Democratic
Revolutionary Front and how it was,
formed.
3) The Agrarian Reform: sham or progress?
4) El Salvador and U.S. militarism.
5) What does Popular Power ('Poder
Popu,ar') mean?
THESE SESSIONS WILL EMPHASIZE DISCUSSION!
BRING YOUR QUES'TIONS!
Sponsor: Progressive Student Study Group

8
6.

2

I
4
9
0
·NEWS

Capitolism
lives.
Starting June 12, be a Capitalist when
you fly from Boston to Brussels or NewXork
or from New York to Frankfurt, Los Angeles,
or San Juan.
Fly Capitol Airways. Our non-restricted
fares are the lowest of any airline. Which
means you can save a bundle and still leave
and return whenever you please.
And, our service is as good as our fares
are low. You'll fly on comfortable jets with
complimentary meals and beverages

8
6
2

So fly Capitol. Check our fare box for
proof that Capitolism is right on the money.

-CALL YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
OR CAPITOL AT 800-223-6365.

II
·
I·-------------------·
I
Non-restricted. round trip, economy class from
Boston.

I

I

-I
I
2

I
II

DESTINATION

Brussels
New York

CAPITOL"

OTHER"

SAVINGS

$529
$72

$824

$295
$6

.
Fares subJect to change.

$78 ·

I

I
I
II

·---------------------

CAPITOL AIRWAYS

-,~r-•~·
~

4

SUPEA' ce-e

1ght on the money.

ADS

DURHAM/UNH RESIDENTS:

COME JOIN IN THE

BUSINESS DiSTIICT
®~~film=lliJ[P~
- ~

,.

On May 9

.

Rain or Shine

MEET 'BEHIND THE "OUTBACK"

Welcome to our bond,
new sisters!
Cindy Brodeur
Sue Chellis
Heather Carroll
Denise Duhaine
Laurie Freese
Nancy Goldstein
Linda Hersh
Juile Lake
Joanne Katz;
Kyle Lindquist

Missy Oln~y
Karen Purdie
Marie Roach
Lauren Roy
Nancy Saul
Ellie ~terling
Judi Sonsin1
Claire Whelton
Laura Zukowski

-Love your sisters of
Phi Mu

,,.
~
~:~

~·
~J,,I

For Info Call: 868-7049
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1975 Pontiac Lemans. r uns like new. low
miles. power steering, power brakes. air
conditioning. rear defroster, new shocks
and radials, good gas mileage. Great buy
at $1700 or best offer. 749 -4859 after 6
p.m. on weekdays .
1974 Chevy Vega Good running
condition, 66,000 miles. $450 Call Stu at
659-6205, evenings.
Must Sell!! 1971 SAAB 99E Looks good
Runs well . Good Mileage, tires, interior.
Engine bored, head planed, recent valve
job. $875 or B.O. 868-2201 .
Ride one of the best. austro-daimler 10speed bicycle, 21 inch,_. deep r~d .
lightweight in mint cond1t1on. quality
throughout. $225, call before 5 p.m. 6925275.
1976 Yamaha 200 RD, 2500 miles,
extremely clean - Must sell, buying a car.
call 692-4045.
1 ~71

FiM

1 ?4

SnyclP.r

convertible,

excellent condition, recent work, $1600.
862-3510, or 659-2068, Evenings.
Last of a dying breed: '73 Pontiac
Grandville for sale. excellent highway car.
400 miles on one tankful. New Midas
Muffler system. AM-FM radio, stereo
cassette . AC . Good body and engine.
Great for summer road trips . $500or B.O.
John at 868- 1849.
Almost a classic! 1970 Ford Galaxfe 500,
excellent condition, very reliable . $600 or
best offer. Call Holly at 926-6804.
Cheap transportation-Chevy Bel Air.
- Runs well, just inspected. Can't pay
insurance, so must sell . $550 or best
offer. Call 868-9739 or 2-1656, and ask
for Pierre.
For Sale: 1969 Plymouth Suburban
Station Wagon, excellent running
condition, no rust, audiovox autoreverse
AM/FM stereo cassette deck, Jensen
speakers·, si_x summer and winter tires.
$400 negotiable, must sell before the end
of semester. Call 868-7226. Dave.
For sale: 1966 Olds 88 Convertible, good
original condition , under 64,000 miles,
$1500. Steven W. Li_ndsey 2-1585/8689862. William K. Lindsey 603-352-3863.
·1976 VW Rabbit. 2 door, 4-speed,
custom, excellent condition, new radials,
new clutch, new shocks, AM-FM cassette
with Jensen coaxial speakers. very
dependable, 28-30 mpg . $22000. 749·
1887.
For Sale: 1972 Volvo, 142S. 4 speed, good
running condition, asking $1000, after 5
weekdays, anytime weekends, 4363673.
Karen - Welcome to DZ! You are the best
little sister! Thanks for making this
semester a great one! Love,_Tamera
For Sale - 1972 Green Mustang. 157,000
miles, approx. 20 mpg. $600 or best offer.
Call Debbie Birnie. 862-1837. 868-9836;
Early morning or late evening is the best
time to call . Leave message and phone
number and I will get back in touch with
you .
For Sale: 1973 Renault 12 Newly rebu!it
m iles, body in
engine with only 10,000 _
excellent condition .I'm asking $1400. but
will consider a reasonable offer. Call 8682425 ask for Sue.
1973 VW Squareback, Automatic ,
AM / FM, radial tires, new muffler and
battery, very little rust. S1100 or best
offer . 862-3320. 5/ 8 .
1974 Plymouth Fury. Excellent Condition
- No rust. New battery and tires . Air cond .
One owner car . Only 68,000 miles.
Asking $950. (or best offer) Call: 6596251 . 5 / 5
2 Bridgestone 165 x 13 st_
eel radials, low
mileage 35.00 also 1 Pioneer SX- 737
stereo receiver 45 watts $80.00 Call 8681698 ask for Peter keep trying! 5/ 5
1972 Volks Super Beetle No rust. Rebuilt
engine. Many new parts. Call 742 -8539
after 8. Keep trying . 5 / 5
1973 Pontiac car . Auto . AM radio . g~od
running condition . Must sell. Asking
$350 or best offer. Call Nelson 868- 7125
After 5·30 _P.M .

Apartments for Rent

CLASSIFIED
Apartment for rent, perfect location, less
than 100ft. from Pettee Brook Market and
the laundromat. Large room for one or
two people, share kitchen and bathroom.
Less expensive than University summer
housing. Call Joe now 868- 1827.
Summer roommates needed. Duplex in
Durham $81 .25 each month . 862-1603
868-9719 ask for Sylvie.
For rent: Summer sublet in Webster
House. 2 bdr. Kitchen - either sex. Call
868-9767. rent negotiable - 100 month
range. Ask for Paula .
Summer sublet - Downtown Durham
furnished apartment. 2 people - 2
bedrooms $130.00/ mon. Call: Cindi 8681677 or Janet 868-9619 .
Summer sublet - June 1 August 15.
beautiful modern 6 bedroom house, 1 1/ 3
miles from UNH . Excellent area in
summer. $525/ month Females - only.
Util ities not included.
Need female roommate for Dover sublet.
Available summer with fall option .
Nonsmoker only. Rent $ 120/ month plus
e1ect nc1ty and phone. On Dover AK-Van.
contact Kathy at 742- 7865 between 6
and 10 p.m.
Summer sublet in Durham . Available for
1 female . Walking distance to campus.
W-W carpet, rent includes heat and hot
water. ph. 868-1135.
Summer sublet in Durham. 2 bedrooms
and 2bathrooms, kitchen, living room and
basement for storage. $100 per month
per person. Call 868-5081 ask for Rich or
John .
Summer sublet in Durham, Webster
House. Large 2 bedroom pat. large living
room . Fully furnished, wall to wall carpet,
private entrance. close to campus. and
downtown . Reasonable. Call 868-2657.
Summer sublet with fall option. Studio
apartment, good price, close to campus,
all utilities, etc. included call 868-1610.
Apartment for rent in Dover. May 1st to
August 31st . Swimming Pool, 2
bedrooms, laundry faciiity , Rent
$350/month or best offer. Call 868-9789
Ask for Brenda, Carolyn or Karen.
Wanted : Companion to live in with Elderly
woman in Durham, salary, room and
board. Light Housekeeping duties. Car
available, Inquire Room 319 James Hall.

S~mmer sublet for four with fall option.
Excellent Durham location. 2 Bedroom
apartment. Partly furnished. Call Gail,
Lou or Lynne at Webster House. 8681755.
For rent: Large Duplex in Dover 5
bedroom. laundry, kitchen, dining room,
garden. Near Kari-Van route, pets O.K. For summer and school year 81-82
available June 1. $600/month call collect
, evenings: 207-646-2249.
Summer sublet 1 female wanted to share
apartment in Crescent House. Available
May through Aug. $110/month
(negotiable) Fully carpeted and panneled
partially furnished and price includes
heat and HW. Three minute walk to T-Hall
or Downtown. Great Roommates! Call
·868-5954 anytime.
SUMMER SUBLET FOR 3. WEBSTER
HOUSE. Large Apartment with 2
Bedrooms, Furnished 868-1365.

'----------~--

Durham Summer Sublet · spacious 2
bedroom apartment, kitchen living room
and built in bar. Convenient location - only
steps away from T-Hall and downtown .
22 Garrison Ave. ("The Ghetto") Rent is
reasonable and negotiable. Call Jon M . or
Jeff G. at 868-9831 or 2-2397. 5 / 8
Summer Sublet : 6/1-8/31 . 2 bedroom,
w / w carpeting, AC, 4 miles to campus, on
K-van route . $270.00/ month plus
electricity. Lots of parking. Call after 4 :30
742-6074 Karen or Mary.
Yo~ng married couple looking for summer
sub-let in Seacoast area. June 1st-Sept
1st . 1 or 2 bedrooms. Call Mark at 8681694. 5/12 · ·
Summer sublet in Durham, 2 females
wanted or 2 bedroom apt. Residential
location • 5 min. walk to campus . Rent
reasonable and negotiable. Call Suzie
868-9791, Loretto 868-9725 or Maureen
868-1607, ·

Summor

Private Rooms available for summer
occupancy in ultra-spacious 20 _room
house in Newmarket. many desirable
features including: off street parki':1~·-on
K-Van route, in-house laundry fac1ht1es,
numerous common rooms, etc. Call now
for appt. 659-6228 or 6378 Darrel.
Summer Rooms available at Kappa
Sigma , M / F. Contact Any officer at 8621288 or 868-9717 or stop by the house
any time .
Newmarket - 1,2 and 3 bedroom apts for
rent. Spacious rooms, on Karivan route.
Off street parking, Security deposit and
leaase required. Possible sublets for
summer. Call 659-5398 ask for Janice.
Rooms to rent, large nice Dover House,
quiet area, near Karivan, call 742-6126
evenings.
Apt . for rent - 2 bedrooms, on K-V route,
pool, air conditioning, summer sublet, fall
option, deposit, call Paul 749-1563.
2 Roommates needed for large Dover Apt .
starting 6 / 1 / 80-8/ 30/ 81 $100/ month,
includes everything but elec. and phone.
Full use of large inground swimming pool.
Private rooms . 4½ miles to UNH on K-Van
fall option. Call Andy or Gian 742-4705.

/\pt.

in

Dovor. uppor

Apt . for rent with fall option. 2 Bedrooms.
Large kitchen and living room . In co~ntry
setting 2 miles from Durham-A Kan-Van
stop. In Colonial Farmhouse.$360/mo.
(heat included) wall-wall carpeting. Call:
659-6251 .
Grad Student and husband (teacher) seek
quiet, inexpensive summer r~n_tal
preferably within walking of biking
distance of campus, with fall option of
possible. Call Mary, 8682473, between
8AM and 4PM.
· Summer Sublet - 4 people - "The Ghetto"
Great location in Durham . Price
negotiable! Call for more details. Penpyor
JoAnne. 2-1143 / 868-4644_.

·

HELP WANTED -- WORK ::; I UUT ~lUUt:llll
to work as a clerk/receptioni~t in th~ N~w
England Center Administration Building
from July 13 to August 21. Hours are
8:00-4:30 . Monday thru Friday. ~ob
includes answering telephones, sorting
mail, some bookkeeping . Call Janet Doty

at ss2-1 9oo

~

.

I

samceund Repan , ~

WANTED: Companion position for a male
student (23) returning from studies in
Scotland in exchange for room and
kitchen facilities. Place needed starting in
September. Leave message or info. w/
Anna . 868-2927

SUMMER JOBS - Hard to find? Mayhewa boys residential program, located on a
55-acre island in a central New
Hampshire lake, needs staff. We need
Responsible, hardworking female will do
""college students. majoring in Physical
anything summer nights. Housework,
Education, Education, Child Welfare, or
nursecare, gardening, etc ... in exchange
related fields who are unafraid of hard
work in a physically demanding for Room, laundry facilities. Contact Jody
86~-9662.
Levine,
environment. Openings include
Swimmer, Hiking, Woodlore and General
TYPING- Retire secretary. Experienced in
Counselors. Also Health/First Aid
all types of term papers. Proficient in
Counselor and cook. Good salary, plus
spelling, grammar, punctuation; etc.
room, board, and laundry. Much personal
Located walking distance to campus.
satisfaction from success in competitive, _ Reasonable rates . Prompt service. Call
athletic, and instructional program . All
Anita - 868- 7078. 20 Park Ct. Durham .
positions from June 22 to August 25.
5/ 8
Contact Anthony Governanti, P.O. Box
Typing Services: Interested in typing term
127. Bristol, NH-03222 or call 744-8494.
papers, manuscripts, reports, etc. at
Plan for your fall job now: Special · home. Accurate, neat typing, $1 .00 per
Oc r vi c ca:, ia:, r11r1ng ro r ::,eptemoer
page. l:all Marlene Brooks at 332-2161
tutor / counselor positions . Tutor/
(Rochester).
.
Counselors provide study skills
WOOD, cut-split-delivered and
assistance and personal advising to nonSTACKED. $100.00. Call659-3996Days,
traditional UNH students. Must be a
926-7820 Evenings.
committed/caring person interested in
academics who will be a sophomore or
Soundwo~ks: _Soundtra'?k . pr~duc~ion
junior by Fall 1981. " Good" GPA required
done for· audio-visual, video, film . Also
along with work study status. Apply at
recordin!1' of demos, auditions, master
Special Services, Robinson House by May
tapes. Fifteen years in audio; low
4.
overhead; appropriate technology; quality
for less. Fred Portnoy, PO Box 141, Dover,
Summer Work Study Positions: Available
NH . 93820; 742-0263.
at the Division of Continuing Education.
Program development/promotion . 2
Typing - Call Dover, 742-6643 for
positions for Elderhostel R.A. ·s, 1
accurate and fast service, different ·
Secretarial/Clerical, 1 Conference '
typefaces available.
Assistant. Apply to: Karen McCarty, Brook
Psychic Readings/Life Purpose
House, 862-1088.
Counseling. Call St:zanne, 868-5932.
tamp counselor Pos1t1ons - Juiy7August.
5/8.
Specialist in all sports, ~ultural and water
activities. Interested in students. and • Moving? Graduating? Going home for the
faculty who love children . Co-ed, N.E. Pa.
summer? I'll take any items that you're
For applications write: Camp Wayne, 12
going to leave or throw away.Will pick-up.
Alleva rd St., Lido Beach, NY 11561, or call
Call Barrington 664-2838 after 5pm or
Noel at 516-889-321 7.
664-9642 anytime.
SUMMER WORKSTUDY POSITION
AVAILABLE - up to 37½ hours per week
as office assitant/conference clerk.
Salary to $3.60 depending on
qualifications. Typing requ_
i red. Positio_n
will also be available dunng academic •
year. Contact Janice Hughes, New
England Hospital Assembly, New England
Center Administration Bldg. 862-1903.
RESIDENTIAL COUNSELOR • Position in
group home for adolescent females.
Duties include supervision of daily
activities, case management and
counseling . BA degree. Send resume for
interview. Dover Group Home, Inc, Box
99, Dover, NH . 03820 Call 742-2963 for
more information.
PERSONNEL FIELD EXPERIENCE. FALL
SEMESTER 1981. Part-time. Concord,
NH . Government Agency. Admn . major or
. any major with personnel courses.
Review and update Affirmative Action
Plan. College Work Study or Stipend as
compensation. Qualifies for Field
Experience Course. Application Deadline
May 15, 1981. Call 862-1184.
PHILATELISTS : Seeking help inclassifying / liquidating old U . S.
collection. Will pay for skilled assistance.
Call during busiress hours 2-1758.

r

MIIC•w
far Sale

]~

1978 Honda CB-400T Good condition
Sissy bar, luggage rack, crash bar with
foot pegs. $1000.00 Call Denis, 7427088. 5/5
Motorcycle: Honda 200 CB 1775. Elec.
Start, new tires, excellent cond. 60 Mpg,
Great get around. $500 Call David 8689620. 5/5
1976 Kawasaki KZ 400, Excellent
Running Condition. new tires. $750 7493420. 5/5
-

1978 Suzuki GS- 750 EC, Black ,
windjammer SS fairing & lowers, Jensen
AM-FM-cassette, alloy wheels, digital
clock, custom seat, 4-coaxial spkrs, much
more. Perfect condition . I must sell . No
reasonable offer refused. Call David,
Evenings at 868-1636 or write : 140
Madbury rd No. 10, Durham 13824. 5/8
FOR SALE : Pioneer PL-1150 SemiAutomatic Stereo Turntable with an
A Tl 3ta audio-technica cartridge. Only
$90.00 In mint condition! Olde Madbury
Lane, 55, 749-2340.
1978 Suzi 550GS Just over 10,000 miles
Ex. Condition. $15,000 Call 659-6117
Ask for Trip. 5 / 5.
FOR SALE: Honda CB 360 T Engine
Rebuilt, All NEW parts, NewTires, Padded
Sissy and Safety bar. $900.00or B.O. Call
John in 322, at 2-1637 or 868-9715. 5/ 8.
1971 VW Westphalia camper. Sleeps 5.
Pop top . Wide rear seat. Tent cassette
deck, snows. Original paint. New muffler.
battery. Strong engine. Minor rust.
Original owner. Well maintained. $2500.
868-2156. 5/ 8
For sale: Nikko Integrated Amplifier 45
watts per channel Must sell quickly, Price
negotiable Call Kevin at 862-1054, 8689634
FOR SALE: Fleeces, spring lambs, and
Mother/ lamb(s). Family units. Great
Assortment of colors and breeds avaiable.
Call Georgia Wolterbeek R99-5445 .

YOUTH WORKER - Permanent part-time
position at Gosling Meadows
Neighborhood Center, Portsmouth .
serving youths ages 8 -17. Call Diane
Delisle, Tues. Weds. Thurs. 1 :30 to 8:30.
431-1466. 5 / 5
Work-study students for the summer to
assist in field research , laboratory
activities. and greenhouse maintenance
for the Department of Plant Science.
Contact Chairman Owen Rogers ,
Department of Plant Science, 125
Nesmith Hall, or call 862-1205.
Cindi (or should I say "Buffalo Jim"): Have
Summer Work Study Positions: Available
fun reliving the ultimate roadtrip of my
at the Division of Continuing Education .
life! ha, ha . Enjoy tonight cutiel You're the
Program development/ promotion . 2
greatest. Love ya, "mom"
positions for Elderhostel R.A .s. 1
- Secreterial / Clerical , 1 Conference
Summer sublet at Red Towers in- Durham
Assistant . Apply to: Karen McCarty, Brook
starting the 1st day of summer school.
House. 862-1088.
~partment for 4 people with · reduced ,
Are you looking for a chance to gain
summer rates. If interested call PeQ_Q_','. at
valuable experience in working with
868-1582 .
people? The training in Academic Skills
lpst
Center (TASK) is hiring now to fill
tutor / counselor positions for Fall 1981 .
Help Wanted
Tutor / counselors assist UNH students
Lost and Found- Has your cat been on a ..
w ith their study skills on an individual
road trip" ?? A cute orange tabby has been
basis. We are looking for ENTHUSIASTIC
hanging around Area II-- we 're kind of
Photographer / writer working on next
applicants
who
are
on
work
study,
or
are
worried
about him ...
book, a sophisticated, humerous. artsy
willing to volunteer. If interested, contact
book; in need of models, female, nude.
Dani Duby, Stoke Hall, Rm 35C or call
Found: Helmut. Call868-9615todescribe
Prior modeling experience not at all
862-3698 before May 6th .
and claim.
essential. Previous books, seven, all
Waitresses, waiters, and
LOST· Plaid wool jacket, green, white and
photographic, all nationally published,
chamberpersons needed for Summer
red, "Maine Guide" Brand . Please call
have been excerpted in various
at
Hampton
Beach.
Apply
in
659-6249.
Season
magazines - from Life to Popular
Photography. References available. If
LOST: A grey wool blazer at a Webster
person to Hollingworth Motor Inn, "1 .. A
serious, curious, and interested write to:
House party 2 weeks ago.If you have it or
Street, Hampton Beach, N.H., (603) 926B. McMillan, Box 85, Shapleigh, ME
9106. Interviews May 2 & 3 From 1-5
know someone who found it, please call
04076, for more information and/ or an
p.m ._
Beth at 868-9822 or 2-2376 because I'm
interview.
broke and I really need it. Thanks.
Preschool Teacher. Part time position. 3
mornings a week: 9-11 :30. Call Pumpkin
Lost in Vicinity of Forest Park, small
Part-time summer jobs for math-oriented
orange and white tiger cat . Very friendly.
Patch Preschool Stratham. N.H. 778students: Special Services is hiring 2-3
Please call 742-7075 days or 868-1048
0851 . Prefer indivicualwith experience or
math tutors to : (a) tutor Math 401-Math
425 to individual students and in small _e_d_uc_._b_a_c_k_Q_ro_u_n_d_in_p_r_es_c_h_o_o_l_f_ie_ld_._ _ _ evenings. Ask for Kathy.
groups; and (b) assist in instructing
CAMP POSITIONS in New England.
Lost- A gold, flower shaped ring with an
Problem-Solving and Analytical
Swimming; Fishing; Baseball, Basketball;
amethyst stone. Left in the gymnastics
Reasoning mini-course. Eight-sixteen
Tennis; Water Skiing; Video-taping. Send
arena on Fri . April 24. Please if you picked
hours/week from 6/15 to 7 /23 with
it up, call Michele at 2-1713 or 868-9817
Resume: Camp Mah-Kee-Nae, 20 Allen
possiblity of more individual tutorial
Court. South Orange, NJ 07079
or leave it in the girls athletic office in the
hours as assigned. Required: Strong math
Field House. No questions asked. It's my
background and ability to tutor Math 401
Sesaonal Full or part time short-order
confirmation ring and has great
through 425. Pay rate $3. 75-$4.50/hour. ; cook needed. Hickory Hill Golf Course,
sentimental value to me.
Contact Len Lamberti, 862-1562 for job
Methuen, Mass 01844 (617) 686apeli ations Whlch are due by May 7.
0822.5/8

l

Summer sublet right in town! Less than
100 yards from Pettee Brook Market or
the laundromat! Large room perfect ofr
o,ne or two people. Share a kitchen and
bathroom with 3 other students. Based on
double occupancy it is cheaper than a
summer dorm.
Need Female roommate for Dover sublet.
Own room, on Dover A K-Van. Rent
S120/ month plus electricity and phone.
Available May 23 for summer with fall
option. Prefer older undergraduate or
ijrad_. Call ?42; 78.65 _evening~ before 1O
PP'! · As\ for 1$<3thy, ._ . . . . . •

oublot

square - large basement _with gr_eat
possibilities; porch; c~nvenient parking;
well-equipped.sunny kitchen . Need 1 or 2
roomies; non-smokers. Rent for sum~er
$480 with one person or $320 each with
2 people. Call or Kris 742-6360.
FOR RENT- 3 Room Apt., Bath. Near KVan . All utilities. Dover. 742-1552
Available immediately.
DOVER : Three bedroom apartment to
sublet for summer (June- Aug): We will
take a loss on the rent- must sublet NOW.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR DESPERATION. Very spacious- on K-V Route . No fall
option Carol / Ruth 742-6485. Call now.
Summer Sublet in Durham- " TheCoops " - Available June 1-Aug.31- Upto
3 people- Rent is negotiable - Call Cheryl,
Cathy, or Jeni at 868-9732.
RED TOWER- Summer Sublet, June and
July. very sunny, comfortable one
bedroom pt. rent negotiable. Call 8681300.
Beautiful 1 Bd.Rm. Apt . Summer Sublet
w/ fall opt.,avail. May 1 or ASAP. Call
. 868-1844~mornings of evenings aft. 6:00..
Ellen or Cathie. Beautiful for 1 or 2
people!! On old Bagdad Rd, 5 min from
campus.
DURHAM SUMMER SUBLET- great
location, Webster House, spacious
bedroom, living room, kitchen, partially
furnished, for 2 (possibly 3) • RENT
NEGOTIABLE! Call : Karen 2-1606, 8689720 or Cindy 664-9743.
APT SUMMER:one ·or two female
roommates wanted to share Durham Apt.
Great location, nicely furnished, rent
negotiable. Nonsmoker please. Call 8685894, ask Dani or Debbie.
Apartment available- summer sublet with
FALL OPTION. Two bedrooms for four
people , living room, kitchen, and
bathroom. Right on Main St. Durham. Call
868-1675 or drop by 19 Main St. Apt.2,
Red Towers.
, Summer Sublet- 2 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room, w/wcarpeting and panelling.
5 miles from campus. $245/month. Call
Kathy, evenings after 7 :00, 868-1889.

Summer sublet: 2 bedrooms, spacious
living room, kitchen, bathroom. Partially
furnished. Move in June 1. Located on
Bagdad Rd., 5 min. walk from ca1:1p~s.
Rent : $400/month with all ut1ht1es
included . With 4 people, only
$100 / month . Call Mike (430) or
·stew(435) at 2-2377 or 868-9744.
Summer sublet in Durham, "The <;oops"
behind Phi Mu Delta. 1 bedroom, kitchen,
bathroom, large family and din in~ rooms,
Partially furnished. Good location. For
· more info. call Skip or Tom 868-5487.

lt].

In Dover: 4 bedrooms, living room, and
kitchen, centrally located near Kari-van .
$540 per month . Includes heat. Lease
required. No pets . Call 742- 7908
between 7· & 9 om. 5/ 10

Summer sublet : w / fall opt i on
Newmarket, on High St. large livingroom.
bedroom, kitchen , porch! off-street
parking; heat included; near K-van; rent
negotiable; call Kathy at 659-6259;
(evenings)
SUMMER SUBLET- Newmarket Dame
Rd. Apt 4 Stagecoach annex. 2 be_d room.
clean, semifurnished 3 1/ 2 m1. from
campus near Kari-Van, 220/ mon . Call
659-6105 after 1Opm or before 8am . Ask
for Buzz.
Summer Sublet- Olde Madbury Lane
Apts. 2 bedrooms. wall to wall carp~ting,
swimming pool, $300/ mo negotiable,
Call Liz or Celeste. Call 749-0073.
Serious. quiet,23 yr . old engi_neeri~g
student anxiously seeks room in quiet
home within walking distance of campus
for next fall. Willing to do odd jobs to
reduce rent. Call Phil at 868-9650, or on
campus 2-2196.
Excellent rooms to rent, quiet area Dover,
near Kari-Van. $100/ mo, 742 -6126
evenings.

.
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A ST_ATE MENT
IN OPPOS ITION TO THE
SEABR OOK-N UCLEA R
·P OWER PLANT
We, the undersigned members of the Durham community and surrounding areas, feel it our personal
obligation to make known our opposition to nuclear power generally and to the Seabrook Station in
particular. We base our opposition upon consideration of the following:

HEALTH HAZARDS:

CIVIL ~IBERTIES:

Even when fun~tioning properly, nuclear plants emit low levels of

The fact that nuclear facilities are vulnerable to terrorist acts may

1auiaLiu1·1 wltid1 au,,un1ulatc in the environment. There i3 0 enoral_ agreement

lead to the restriction of individual liberties. Already s ome curtailments of

within the scientific community that there is no "safe" level of exposure to
radiation; even low levels hold the potential for somatic and genetically
transmissable damage. The lJ .S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's estimates of
the •dosage levels received by persons living in the vicinity of nuclear power
plants may be in error. A study prepared by a group of 14 scientists from the
University of Heidelberg. Germany, concludes that computer models employed
by the NRC may underestimate these dosage levels by-factors of 10 to 10,000.

civil liberties have been proposed even for instances where no threat of
terrorism exists. According to the American Civil Liberties Union. the
Criminal Code Reform Act reported out of the Senate Judiciary
Committee on December 4, 1979, could make any organizations concerned
with energy issues subject to surveillance by federal law enforcement
officials.

I Potential for accident: Most people are aware of the Three Mile Island
accident. the resulting radiation exposure to the public. and the continuing
risk posed by the necessary clean-up operation. Greater incidences of
stillbirths. miscarriages, and hypothyroidism seem to be appearing in the
TM I area. but it is impossible to say with certainty what the health effects
of the accident have been because baseline health data needed to make this
det~rmiriation were not collected prior to the accident. Such baseline
studies are badly needed near every nuclear facility, but they have not been
·
done.
Dangerous fuel cycle: There are major public health hazards associated
with every step of the uranium fuel cycle.Mining. milling, fuel enrichment,
fuel fabrication, plant operation. transportation and storage -- all of these
processes hold the. potential to !lubject workers and the general public to
unnecessary radiation exposure.

ECONOMICS:
At the outset, utility companies found it profitable to build nuclear
power plants only because the nuclear industry was so heavily subsidized
by taxpayers' money. The picture is changing. however, and despite
continuing federal subsidization, nuclear plants are rapidly becoming less
appealing to investors. The Seabrook Station has so weakened PSN H's
financial status that Standard & Poor reduced the company's preferred
stock rating from BBB (investment grade) to BB (speculative grade). Its
bond rating has undergone a similar reduction.

DECOMMISSIONING:
A nuclear plant can only remain in operation for 40 years. The cost of
decommissioning Seabrook will be at least 10 . percent of the cost of
building it. That means a minimuim of $310 million in added expenses
based on Public Service Company's latest figures. Current plans contain
no provisions for financing the decommissioning; who's going to pay for

EVACUATION:
On a summer day. up to 150.000 people crowd the beaches within a 5mile radius of the Seabrook plant site. Public Service CompanY. of New
Hampshire ( PSN H) has clail'!}ed, in a report submitted to the N RC on
August 4, 1980. that the area within a IO-mile radius can be evacuated in 4
hours. yet evacuation of just 3,000 people from Hampton Beach during
winter slorms in 1977 took 7 hours. The estimated travel time of a radiation
plume from the plant to a 10-mile distance is 1 to 4 hours. How long do you
believe a total evacuation-would take'?

it'?

THERE ARE ALTERNATIVES:

WASTE STORAGE:
It is imperative that the waste products of nuclear fission be isolated
from the biosphere for as long as they are radioactive because they are
extremely damaging to living tissue. The element plutonium. which retains
its radioactivity for approximately 250.000 years. is so toxic that I
millionth of a gram can produce a lethal lung cancer. No one can guarantee
that the structures and societal institutions for co.ntaining these wastes will
. remain intact for that long. New Hampshire now faces the issue of waste
storage directly with the inclusion of the state on a list of possible sites for a
nuclear waste repository. Can we refuse to accept a waste dump if we
produce nuclear wastes at the Seabrook plant within our borders'?

Anne Abeles
Sigmund Abeles
Harriet W. Allen
Charles H. Ashley
Mandy Ave
lrL'nc Bartholomew
Ann Barton
Susan Batchelder
Gail C. Battista
Sallv Brcv.cr
Wiliiam S. Burtis
Michaele Canfield
Grant Cioffi
Margot Clark
Linda Condon
William Condon
Michael A. Cont~
Pat Craig
Carol 8. Cullen
Beth Cumbt·r
Benjamin Curran

Susan R. Curtis
Linda DcGcorge
Michael DeGcorge
Annpcttricc Dougherty
.lane Doughty
Ken Dragoon
Daw Drukkcr
Rhonda Eaton
Robert T. Eckert
Lorraine Eckland
Ron Eskin
Christine Ferraro
Elaine Fink
D,nid :-.; _ Foley
Rita Freudcr
Mary Gajewski
Michael Gillett
Alfred Goldenberg
Eli,ahcth Hageman
John .I. Hallowell. Jr.
I( ate Hanson

Janet Harro\\
Lauri Holland
Li, Janis
Scott Jennings
Robert Kaufmann
Gail Kinney
Aliee Kleinhans
Kent A. Klitgaard
Inge M . Knudson
Clhra Kustra
Jane Lenharth
Stephen Leslie
Richard Lewis
.lane l.icmcr
Bruce L. Mallory
Linda Jeanne Maxson
Peter Ma~ nard
Krikct Mayo
Mckeel McBride
Ro Mer1
Dianne Miero\\it,

It is unconscionable to allow use of such a dangerous technology
when there are other options. Daniel Yergin. co-author of Energy Future:
the report of the Harvard Business School Energy Project. claims that with
a serious commitment to conservation. the U.S. could consume 30 - 40<'.)i
less energy than it currently does without altering its standard of living. A
strong program of consenation in New Hampshire. combined with the
increased use of renewable energy resources. could provide the needed
alternative to the Seabrook plant. A study prepared by the New
Hampshire Energy Coalition ( H EC) estimates that renewable energy
sources could provide between 71 lii and 84<;, of the state's electricity by the
mid-1900's if consumption of electricity were held to the 1978 level. a
reasonable conservation goal.
Clearly. finding the solution to our energy problem is not going to be
easy. but the threats to the environment and the human gene pool posed by
nuclear operations (and accidents) are far more difficult to deal with .
Donna B. Moore
Roy Morri~son
Kay Munson
Catherine O'Brien
Jane Oh, icr
Julien Oli, icr
.kff Onorc
James Paradise
Joanne Piper
.Jim .I. Puglisi
Minny Purinton
Shirley Ramsa~
State Rq,. Robin Read
Karen Reisch
\ancy Sainburg
Leigh A. Sauttc
Carol Scale
.Ian Schaffer
Wallace Sillanpoa
hclyn Sitkoff
D,nid I.. Skolc

.Janet A. Skolc
Mary Snm,
lkborah Spira
(iu~ Stearns
Kirk Stone
.lean Strand
Marc R. Straus,
Kristin I andy
Shauna ·1anncnbaum
Carrie Tarca
Charles ·1aylor
.land Lynn ·1 hompson
Charlie Vorosmart~
JudL· Ward
.lames Whitney
· I ed W hittL·morL·:
I ~dia S . \\'illih
Robin D. Willits
Ste,e Woll
Cath~ Woll!:
Paul !\. Wright
Ste\l' Young

The Union of Personnel for Safe Energy Technology is a group composed of members of the seacoast cc,mmunity who share concerns about
nuclear power and related issue~. (Not all of the signatories of this statement arc member~.) UPSET sen·cs as a ,·chicle for member~ to:
Express their concerns about nuclear power and the Seabrook oroirct.
Discus~ important related issues (such as the re-accelerating ·-' 11 ·11 ~~ r.icl·_l ..
Promote the spcedic~t practical adoption of conscr,ation and cn,ironmentally benign energy generation techniques.
II any of thc~e issues interests you. plca~c contact us at:
UPSET
c o O'Kanc Hou~c
Durham. i\. H. 03824
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Scardina: Rewriting UNH's record book
By Millie Pelletier
cross country at the University of
"When I was five years old I ran Texas. That was before Texas 2.._ot a ·
a half mile around the block in five · new coach who Scardina said,' "I ·
minutes. Dad used to time me; I'd
stand." Daniels is
show off for company," UNH cotildn 't an
assistant coach of
Women's track standout, Nancy currently
at UNH.
track
women's
Scardina, said.
.Daniels has · been coaching
A week ago Wednesday,
Scardina set a new school record of Scardina for four years. He was a
5:00.1 in the mile run in a meet held consultant to the US Olympic
at Bowdoin College of Maine. The Team on high altitude running for
Thursday befQre that, she also set a
the 1968 games held in Mexico
new meet and school record of
City. Presently, he is a Research
9:49 .2 in the 3,000 meter run at the
Physiologist for · the Nike
Boston Colh~ge Relavs.
Company in Exeter.
She placed seventh out of
eighteen qualifiers at the AIAW
National Championships in this
same event during the indoor
season (on _March 13-14).

__,.,,,,_

Scardina said that everyone (her·
two brothers and sisters) in her
family has run track. "My dad
, played football in college ancf my
mom was in tennis and crew."
While ~he .started running at age
five, "to show off for company,"
she said, "Eighth grade-that's
when I really got seriou~."

Daniels also coaches marathon- of a quarter mile, and a mile or so
er, Joan Benoit, .and Canadian . run to cool down. "I like to do
National Champion, Peno_y . repeat things.," she grinned.
Wertliner. Scardina · has trained
with both, especially ~erthner.
"I used to alway~ hate weights
~u~ I like the nautilus (weightShe als_o had_-the opportunitv. to
hftmg apparatus). I think ifs really
run three meets in Sweden, and
helped," Scardina added. The
one in Denmark during the
summer of 78. "It's exciting to run nautilus fs a more elite system than
over there. Track in Europe is like either a universal (another type of
ice hockey here," she commented. ""apparatus), or free weights.
Her motivations keeps going
A typical workout for the although she's been running
exercise specialist major consists competitively since seventh grade.
of: a mile to warm uo. six r'"1'eats "I know I can do better and that I
- 1~ just haven't reached my goals yet.
You get excited to see there's more
you can do," s~e said.

As tor the future, Scardina said,
"I'm thinking towards the '84
Olympics in the 31000.

Daniels explained. "She's not
really a hard worker; She's just
never trained too hard." She
aescrtbect her experience. on the
team here as "fun" and "casual"
allowing her to relax and run
better. UNH Head Coach, Nancy
Kreuger agreed, describing her
coaching philosophy, as "geared to keep the pressure off people."

The 3,000 is not her favorite
race, however. Her present goal is
to "do well in the 1500." That
would mean breaking her recent
school record of 4:32.5.
Although Scardina has only
been running for UNH since
Januarv, she already holds school
records in the 800 meter run at
2: 13. I and as a member of the two
mile relay team clocked at 9:45.
Thus, her name appears a total of ..
five times on the school record list.
"I like to switch around - run the ·
mile relay and the half(mile),"she
_ _
said.
Originally from Cincinnatti,
Ohio, Scardina transterred to
UNH from the University of Texas _
in the fall.
"The Texas coach used to yell at
me. That upset me so I couldn't
relax. A full scholarship didn't
mean anything then," the 22-yearold junior said.
She does not receive any
athletic-based, scholarship aid
from UNH.
Scardina wrote to around 50
schools after graduating from high
school. Jack Daniels, '"was the
only coach who called me back,"
she said. Daniels first saw her run while coaching women's track and

"Nancy's (Scardina) been a good
boost for the program. It's(UNH's
program) always been geared_ to
the New Englands but she's giving
us national recognition," Kreuger
said. "It's the first time we have
someone of that calibre.Yet Nancy
respects all the athletes here and
sees their improvement."
"She doesn't falk about people
she'd like to beat, but rather, who
she'd like to be able to run like,"·
Daniels said. Scardina added, "But
there are some I like to run against
because they're nicer."
"She's a lot offun to be around,"
said team captain, Laurie Munson.
"The other day she was doing
gymnastics stunts and showed us
some cheerleading stuff out on the
field. She said, 'Ya! Lookatme!'But her cartwheel was just
terrible," Munson laughed, "she's
hyper, she just gets thi~gs going."

~cardina is someone wno 1111;~~,;
her goals gradually, according to
Daniels. "She's not someone who
betters her time in 15 second
spurts," he said. "If she thinks too
far ahead it interferes with what
she's doing no," he continued.
Meeting the qualitymg standard
for the trials is the first step. "Las\
year it was kind of unfortunatethey changed the standard at the
last minuite because not enough
. U.S. athletes qualified. I think
Nancy (Scardina) propably could
have made that standard," said
Daniels. "She probably couldn't
have made the finals but at least
she'd have made that first step."
"I know she11 run a lot better
than ever, she's still maturing,
getting stronger," Daniels added.
Scardina is apprehensive due to a
history of injuries. Surgery on both
knees kept her from running for 18
months in high school. "But you
get enthusiastic when you've never
trained that hard," Daniels said.

Scardina has never really
trained with a lot of mileage. She's
never run road races before either,
accordipg to Daniels. "She's
looking forward to increasing her
training and running some road
races this summer," he said.
Perhaps this summer will bring
some of her long range goals, like
the '84 Olympics, a bit closer.

Blue-White game

Football preview slated tomorrow Laxwomen lose, 7 -4
By Larry McGrath
The annual Blue-White football
game will be held tomorrow at
Cowell stadium at I :30 p.m ... Yes,
believe it or not, it is now time to
think about football.

Quarterback Denis Stevens and
defensive end Joe Clemente were
elected co-captains yesterday and
they will lead the Wildcats
tomorrow, as the squad will tangle
in intra-squad action.
The 1981 squad will feature
,experience at most of the "skilled"
positions. Heading the 27
returning lettermen are Stevens
and Chris Collins at quarterback,
Jim Quinn, and Curt Collins at
tailback, fullbacks John Nocera
and Tom Calkins, flankers Bill
Peach and Peter O'Donnell, and
tight end Paul Gorham.

you know that they play it like
football." Peach and (;::hris Collins
are playing baseball, Stevens has
an impacted tooth and Calkins is
also among the walking wounded.
Mammoth tackles Ken Kaplan
and Jim Fitzgerald, both over 6'5
and 250 lbs., are out for the spring.
Kaplan, a junior this fall, was
named to the first team of the
Yankee Conference and All New
England squads. Fitzgerald was an
ECAC first team selection and an
honorable mention All-American.
Kaplan came down with
mononeucleosis and Fitzgerald
has been advised to sit out the
spring session because of a
recurring neck problem.

"It's hurt us to a certain extent
not having some of our offensive
people," Bowes said. "If we had
any concerns, it would be on
defense. The defense has
so far, but without our
This spring, however, most of , dominated
first-line offense in there, ifs not a
that experience will be on the
sidelines. Injuries and baseball true test."
commitments have kept most of
that experience from practicing.
Defensively there have been
changes from last year, some bad,
some good. The entire defensive
Intramural basketball has taken
line, with the exception of
its toll on the team, with Nocera,
Clemente will graduate. Bruce
Gorham and Quinn twisting
Gillies and Mark Brady will fight
ankles and linebacker Al Souza
for the remaining end position.
suffering a facial injury. A ban on
Converted linebacker Kevin
participation is being considered
Murphy, going into his second
bv UNH head coach Bill Bowes.
season, will probably start at
desfensive tackle. Eric Elofson has
"It's been unbe!levable," Bowes
- impressed at the other tackle slot.
said.·· t 'm gomg to have to consider
prohibiting the players from
Defensive back Mike Gooden,
participating because it seems to
an All-East pick two years ago, will
happen every year. If you've seen
return after missing last season
football players play basketball,

with a head injury. Peter Bergeron,
Ron McDonald and Arnold
Garron should form a strong
defensive backfield with Gooden.
Steve Doig, the leading Wildcat
tackler last year, and an ECAC
All-Star returns with Souza.
Souza must stay healthy though,
something he has yet to do in two
years. Chris Pinter, a fullback two
years ago, returns as a linebacker,
after recovering from a head
injury.
-Offensively the picture is clearer.
A veteran backfield. Three
quarterbacks saw action last
season (Stevens, Collins, and
freshman Rick LeClerc), possibly
the best 1-2 punch in the East,
(Quinn and exciting Curt Collins)
running behind one of the largest
offensive lines in C~llege footb~ll.

The UNH women's lacrosse team lost its last game of the season to
URI, 7-4, at URI. The 'Cats finished with a 6-3-1 record. This fell a
notch short to Coach Rilling's pre-season prediction of recording,
"realistically, a 7-3 season."
At the end of the first half, URI lead, 4-l. Senior standout, Gaby
Haroules, scored UN H's lone opening-half goal. The Wildcats were
not used to URI's type of defense. The URI Rams played a strict
zone defense, with nine players covering five or six offensive 'Cats.
UNH opened the second half scoring. Haroules scored twice
maor, one unassisted and once on a pass from junior Carla Hester.
The Wildcats closed the gap to a one goal deficit to put the
scoreboard at 4-3.
Rhody notched their fifth goal, but Hesler slammed one home
midway through the half to keep things close. She scored UNH's
. fourth and last goal unassisted.
UN H's defense missed the playofjuniorCathySauchuk, who was
out with a knee injury, but they still play respectably for a young
team. URI scored two more to put the game awav 7-4 . -

-- Susan Maloof

Wide receiver is a question
mark. Peter O'Donnell moves to
flanker while Bill Peach plays
baseball. When Peach returns it
will be as a split-end. Bob Kepner,
a recruit out of Wayland, MA, is
given a good chance of starting
when he joins his teammates next
August. Kepner was Massachus' etts Division 3 pla:yer oi the year
Tomorrow dec1S1ons will be ,
made, players will be evaluated
and invitations for the August 26
camp sent out.
"I don't feel as uncomfortable as
I did at the beginning of spring,"
Bowes said. "Offensively, there is
no question that we have a lot of
experience. Defensively, we-~re
still questionable. We haven't been
tested.
Football returns to Cowell stadium tomorrow (Henri Barber
photo).
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Sports
Maine keeps 'Cats in place, take two, 6-2, 2-1
By Ged Carbone
. When the Boston Globe's New
England coaches poll was released
on Tuesday morning it showed the
University of Maine rated first
with a 19-11 record followed by
UNH at 17-4. That afternoon
Maine justified that rating by
sweeping the Wildcats 6-2, 2-1 at
Brackett Field.

"Today, Maine was a better club
than we were," UNH coach Ted
Conner said. "Tomorrow,
or
h
another day, we might be .t e better
club." But tomorrow is another
day.
UNH for the mo st part, was
weak t.h;:fou~iv1.ly in th e fir~t two

innings of game one. By th e time
good baseball and a playoff aura
settled over Brackett Field the
'Cats were down 4-0.
On the first play of the game
shortstop Vint Choinere gave an
early example of the great baseball
that both teams played after the
second inning. Choinere dived for
a ball to his left, speared it, threw
to first just in time to nab Maine's
lead off hitter Dickie Whitten.
Andy Adams
. After UNH's
notched
a strikeout, Tim
Vanidestine singled to left. Kevin
Buckley's double to left center, and
Maine ·was up 1-0. In the second
inning Maine _proved Earl
Weaver's adage that "Baseball is
pitching, defense, and three run
homers."

After the homerun Adams gave
up two hits and a walk before he
struck out Kevin Bernier to get out
of the jam.
UNH went hitless through the
first three innings though they had
baserunners on two walks and two
Maine errors. The 'Cats were
hitting the ball hard, perhaps too
hard.
In the fourth, Jeff Stohrer's hot
bat notched the first Wildcat hit.
Stohrer is 9-12 in the last four
games and leads UNH regulars
with a .43 l batting average.
Maine added another run in the
fifth before UNH c'"ame back with
two. The first two Wildcats up in
the hfth struck out betore M1.ke
Salinaro ran the count to 3-2 and
drew a walk.
Maine shortstop Pete Adams
booted Chris Collins' ground ball,
then Jim Wholley, who was badly
fooled by pitcher Joe Johnson in
his first two at bats, drilled a runscoring single to right.
With Wholley on first and
Collins at third, coach Conner
called for a double steal.It worked.
Maine catcher Pickett threw the
ball into center field while trying to
gun down Wholley.
Stohrer singled Wholley to
third, and when Andy Brickley
swung twice and missed, coach
Conner called for a special double
~teal where the run_ner on first gets
_ m a rundown while the man on
third scored.
This didn't work. There
appeared to be some confusion on
the play and Stohrer was tagged
out before Wholley scored.

Mame's Brad Conton, the
undisputed star of game one, led
off the second with a single that
just eluded Bill Peach at third.
Mike Coutts then popped the ball
"Brickley had taken two big
down the right fieJd line and Mike swings and I figured that rather
Salinaro tripped while chasing it. than sit there and watch him strike
The ball fell in and two Maine · out we'd try something," Conner
runners were aboard.
said. "That's the way we play
With one down Maine's number
baseball."
nine hitter Ed Pickett lined a 1-2
Wildcat bats came alive in the
sixth but to no avail. Andy
pitch over the fence in left, giving
Maine all the runs it would need.
Brickley stepped into Johnson's
"You don't want to let their first pitch and sky rocketed it to
number nine hitter beat you," ~ight ce?ter. <;olton caught up to
coach Conner said. Pickett also 1t, robbing ~nc~ley of extra bases
before runnmg mto th e fence.
helped beat UNH in the second
game as he drove in one of Maine's
Peach drilled a line shot to right,
two runs.
which rightfielder Jim

UNH catcher Chris Collins cannot hold Mike Salinaro's throw, as Maine's Tom Vandestine scores eventual
game-winner (Henri Barber photo).
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Canidestine, made a diving stab of. - total run production.
hitters reached base tour times. ··1 '
"I think that was the turning
"It's not too bad," Tom iiaid, wish I wasn't getting into so many
point," Colton said, when out right "We'll have to wait and see if its as jams to get out of," O'Shea said.
fielder made that grab, it must bad as I think it is."
It was the two that he didn't get
have taken something out of them
Despite beinng leaderless, the · out of that hurt. In the third, Mike
psychologically."
Wildcatinfieldplayedflawlessball Coutts led off with a double and ·
Colton homered in the seventh. in game two. Vint Choinere and scored on Ed Pickett's single to tie
"He (Adams) got me with sliders Mike McGillis made run-saving the score at 1-1.
before that so I opened up. I knew plays in the sixth, and Jeff Stohrer
In the fifth Tom Vandestme lea
he was gonna come with the made a diving catch on a foul fly. off with a si~gle and scored when
slider." Colton drilled the pitch off But it was all in vain.
Rick Lashua singled to right. As
a trestle on the railway bridge
"We lost the second game in the Vandestine raced home, Mike
about 400 feet out to complete the first inning," coach Conner said. Salinaro made what seemed to be a
scoring of game one.
The first t~ree hi~ters reached ~ase perfect one hop throw to the__plate.
More than UNH's record was before Ch~1s Collins grounded mto · Hut the ball hit something and
hurt in game one. In the last of the a run scormg double play.
bounce high over catcher Chris
seventh secondbaseman Tom
In that fateful first inning Jeff Collins' head.
· ·
Conner pulled a ham string while Stohrer lined a double to left with
After going 14-1 the 'Cats are
trying to beat out a g~ounder.
one runner on. The ball missed now 17-6. They are no longer sure
"My main concern right now is it
goir:ig over the 'fence by a foot.
bets for the playoffs. "We've got
Tom Conner's gonna play,,, coach
"That double play took the wind - some tough games coming up," .
- Conner said. "He's the leader of out of our hitter's sails, "said losing coach Conner said. "If we dori't
the infield." Conner has handled
pitcher Tom O'Shea.
win them we don't belong in the
87 balls without an error this
O'Shea ·pitched himself out of : playoffs. If we do (win) then it1l
season and leads the Wildcats in jams all day as Maine _leadoff take care of itself."

Laxmen overcome drought, reign, 14-13
By Gerry Miles
Paced by a six-goal attack from
UNH senior Mike Van Vleck the
UNH lacrosse team came from
behind despite a 28 minute
scoreless period to edge
Dartmouth 14-13 in Hanover
Wednesday.
It marked the first time UNH
had beaten the Green since
Wildcat coach Ted Garber had
played for UNH in his senior year
in 1975 and it was the first time at
Dartmouth since the late l 960's.
The 'Cats will host Vermont this
afternoon at 3 p.m. in an effort to
turn their record around, aiming
for a sweep _of their final four
games and a 9-7 overall slate. UNH
has beaten the Catamounts (it's a
type of mountain lion) the past two
seasons, but can't look past UVM,
Vermont was bumped by
Middlebury, a powerful small
college team 13-10 Wednesday
afternoon.
"We can beat Vermont ifwe play
well," said Garber. "Two years ago
we played them here up on the
astrodirt, and it was 13-11 and we
had to work to pull it out.
"Last year at UVM, one of their
guys walked by our bench and said
something that got our guys fired
up and then we blew them out. So
we have to be ready to play."
It is not known whethe: Ace
Bailey or Ed Schwab will start in
goal for UNH. Schwab had 16
saves against the Big Green while
~ailey stopped the same number in
a losing effort against UMASS
Saturday.

expected to step in on defense but
UNH came up dry in the third
has _yet to see much playing time.
period for the second consecutive
game. Sandwiched around the
.. Scott was key because he could
empty 15 minute blanking was the read the play and adapt quickly
last UN H goal at 5:29 of the second out there," Garber said . .. Ken just
period and . the first of the hasn't had the playing time."
stickmen 's comeback goals at 4:07
of the fourth period.
Others that have come on to
Trailing 11-8, UNH rattled off play well have been Gary Dillon,
four straight goals to take the lead, Chris Kelly and Todd Pearson.
12-11, the last being one of three Face-off man Chad Doe has been
Mike Fitzpatrick goals the Van the utility man playing long stick
Vleck answered with three goals in defense at Dartmouth, taking the
the final 7:51 to seal the win.
face-offs and playing anywhere he
However, not all the news from was put.
Hanover was good news as
" He's ( D o'e) done an
defenseman Scott Angel became
the sixth Wildcat starter to be unbelievable job for us , "
knocked out for the season with an commended Garber. "He played
most of the game in Hanover and
injury.
Angell seperated his shoulder his tongue was really hanging out.
after a body check against a But the others played and did a
Dartmouth player. Others who good job coming off the bench as
have been lost this season are John well. Let's just hope the defense
Fay (ankle, while running around can make the same adjustments."
the net) , Mark Monahan
The 'Cats played the Green with
(defense), Ron McDowell (leg),
Brian Venables (arm) and Mike just ! 8 men in the wake of the
Drummond (attack/ middle knee · injuries, leaving Middlebury
scouts puzzled as to how they
cartilage).
Drummond who played the could do well with so few players.
UMass contest, tore something in
Brian Bvrnes has settled into the
his knee that he had injured at the starting role on attack nicely and
start of last season . An racked up 12 assists in the last two
arithroscope revealed more bad games~ his current stats are 6 goals
news and it is expected that he will and 17 assists.
need surgery.
Attackman Steve Glover is
The loss of Angell is more
crucial because he was the key to currently seventh in the country in
the entire defense in man-down, goals scored with 42 to his credit.
zone and double team defense as Three against Vermont ties his
well as when both teams were at single season record for most goals
full strength. Ken Murphy is -scored in a season.

John Bonczek (40) evades the opposition in action earlier this year
(Henri Barber photo).

Jay Budd is eighth in the country
in assists with 30 and has IO goals.
The key now will be how well the
'Cats can make the transition from
d e f e n·s e t o o ff e n s e w i t h
Drummond and Angell missing

four the final four games of the
season.
"If ·we play well we can be 9-7.
UMass isn't looking forward to
coming up to play us on our field
and Bowdoin and Middlebury will
be tough because they always get
up for us," said Garber.

